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Abstract

A wheel load measuring mat of total length 38 m, incorporating 96 capacitative strip Weigh-in-
Motion (WIM) sensors was installed on a test track in the USA. A total of 612 test runs was
performed on seven different articulated heavy vehicles, for a range of speeds between 8 km/h and
85 km/h. The wheel force data was analysed to investigate the performance of the individual
sensors and the design and performance of WIM arrays with up to six sensors.

The strip sensors were found to be very reliable and to measure the dynamic wheel loads with an
accuracy of better than 4 % RMS.

A theory was developed for the design of multiple-sensor WIM systems and the experimental
results were found to agree closely with the theoretical predictions.

It is concluded that a good design for multiple-sensor WIM systems is to use 3 sensors, spaced
evenly along the road. The sensors should be spaced according to a simple formula which
depends only on the average traffic speed. The expected static axle load estimation errors for such
a system are likely to be 30% to 50% of the errors of a single-sensor WIM system.



Executive Summary

Within the highway engineering community, there is considerable interest in the problem of
measuring the static axle loads of heavy vehicles as they drive at highway speeds over a
measurement system. 'Weigh-in-Motion' (WlM) systems have been developed during the last
twenty or so years for this purpose. WIM systems are used widely for traffic data collection and
there exists the possibility that they could be used in future for enforcement of static axle load
regulations.

A WIM sensor measures the instantaneous dynamic force generated by the measured axle. This
force can be considerably different to the static axle load which would be measured on a
conventional static weighbridge (typically + 20% to + 50%). Thus the accuracy of a single-sensor
WIM system is limited fundamentally by the dynamics of the vehicles being measured. The advent
of low cost WIM sensors provides the possibility of using 2 or more sensors along the road in
order to compensate for the effects of dynamic forces in the determination of static loads. The
main objective of the work described in this interim report is to investigate, theoretically and
experimentally, the design and performance of multiple-sensor WIM arrays which are intended to
measure the static axle loads of vehicles travelling at highway speeds.

The 'load measuring mat' used in this project was developed by the Principal Investigator and his
co-workers at Cambridge University in the UK in conjunction with Golden River UK Ltd. It
incorporated novel capacitative strip sensors which are inexpensive, reliable and potentially more
accurate than other existing low-cost WIM sensors. The load measuring mat was 1.2 m (4') wide,
13 mm (0.5") thick and contained 96 strip WIM transducers, mounted transverse to the wheel
path. The total length of the mat was 38.4 m (128').

Seven different articulated heavy vehicles were tested on the mat at a variety of speeds between 8
km/h and 85 lan/h and a total of 612 test runs was performed. The sensors performed very
reliably and only 2.5% of the 374 400 individual WIM sensor measurements were lost. Of this,
1% was due to a single sensor which failed to function throughout. The individual sensors were
found to measure instantaneous dynamic wheel loads with an accuracy of better than 4% RMS.
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A theory was developed for the design of evenly-spaced, multiple-sensor WIM arrays. The theory
yielded a simple design formula, by which the optimum sensor spacing can be calculated,
providing the average traffic speed is known. The theory was found to agree quite closely with
the experimental results. Both theory and experiment indicated that a very good WIM army design
is to use 3 sensors, evenly spaced along the wheel path. Such a system is accurate for a wide
range of vehicle types and speeds. The RMS static load estimation en'or of a 3-sensor system is
likely to be only 30% - 50% of the RMS error of a single sensor WIM system. In the near future it
should be possible to measure routinely the static axle loads of vehicles travelling at highway
speeds with RMS errors of approximately 5-8%. This is a considerable improvement over 12% to
20% for existing single-sensor WIM systems.

SHRP/IDEA Project 15 was a collaborative project, funded jointly by six organisations: SHRP,
Golden River (UK) Ltd, Michigan DOT, University of Michigan, Navistar Technical Center and
Cambridge University, UK.

The mat was supplied by Golden River Ltd. and tested on the Navistar test track in Fort Wayne,
Indiana during September and October 1989.
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1

Introduction

Within the highway engineering community, there is considerable interest in the problem of
measuring the static axle loads of heavy vehicles as they drive at highway speeds over a
measurement system. 'Weigh-in-Motion' (WIM) systems have been developed during the last
twenty or so years for this pin'pose. WIM systems are used widely for traffic data collection and
there exists the possibility that they could be used in future for enforcement of static axle load
regulations.

Existing WIM systems use a variety of force sensor technologies such as plates supported by load
cells [1,2] 1 capacitative pads [3], and piezo-electric cables [4,5]. Until recently, commercial WIM
systems have usually incorporated a single wheel force transducer in each traffic lane. The
transducer may be portable (stuck to the road surface), or permanent (buried slightly below the
surface).

A recent advance in WIM technology is the development of a narrow capacitative strip transducer
(known as a _WIMstrip') by the Principal Investigator and his co-workers at Cambridge University
Engineering Department (UK) in conjunction with Golden River Ltd, (UK) [6,7]. Development
work began in January 1987. Capacitative strips are relatively inexpensive, reliable and potentially
more accurate than other existing low cost WIM sensors.

The load measuring mat used in this project is a thin polymer 'carpet' of 1.2 m (4') width, 38.4 m
(128') length, and 13 mm (0.5") thickness, containing a capacitative strip transducer every 0.4 m
(16") along the wheel path. The mat is attached to a road surface and it measures the wheel forces
of heavy vehicles that are driven over. 2

1Numbersin parenthesis[ ] denotereferenceslistedin Section7.

2 For permanentWlM installationsthesensorscan be mountedin epoxyresinin slotscut acrossthe roadsurface.



A prototype mat of length 10 m was installed on the test track of the Transport and Road Research
Laboratory (TRRL) during 1988. Preliminary test results for the prototype mat are published in
[6-8]. The 96 sensor mat installation for the SHRP/IDEA project was the ftrst use of the load
measuring mat technology for a major research project.

SHRP/IDEA Project 15 was a collaborative project, funded jointly by six organisations: SHRP,
Golden River (UK) Ltd, Michigan DOT, University of Michigan, Navistar Technical Center and
Cambridge University, UK.

The mat was supplied by Golden River and tested on the Navistar test track in Fort Wayne, Indiana
during September and October 1989.

The project has three main objectives:

(i) To test the performance and accuracy of the load measuring mat for measuring the dynamic
wheel loads generated by heavy commercial vehicles and to assess the suitability and
accuracy of the Golden River WIMstrip transducers for Weigh-in-Motion.

(ii) To investigate the design of multiple-sensor Weigh-in-Motion systems for accurate
determination of static loads from dynamic loads measured at highway speeds.

('tii) To investigate the road damaging potential of the dynamic wheel loads generated by a
number of representative US vehicles.

This interim report describes the experirnental programme and most of the work performed under
objectives (i) and (ii). This is the work of interest to those concerned with WIM technology. The
remaining data analysis for objective (iii) is currently in progress and will be described in the final
report.
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2

Description of Experimental Programme

Load Measuring Mat

Hardware Description

The load measuring mat utilised capacitative strip 'WIMstrip' wheel force sensors with
approximate cross section 9 mmx 30 mm (0.35" x 1.2") and length 1.2 m (4'). The sensors were
encapsulated in stiff polyurethane tiles of dimensions 1.2 m x 1.2 m x 13 mm thick (4' x 4' x
0.5"), with three sensors per tile, laid transverse to the wheel path at a spacing of 400 mm (16")
between strips. Thirty two tiles, containing a total of 96 sensors were obtained for the project.
These were mounted end-to-end on the test track, to provide an instrumented test section of length
38.4 m (128'). (Note that a load measuring mat of practically any length can be constructed simply
by adding more tiles and data loggers.)

A schematic cross section of a capacitative strip sensor is shown in Fig. 2.1. Tyre contact pressure
applied to the top surface of the strip causes the top 'plate' of the aluminium extrusion to deflect
and hence the air gap between the top plate and the inner conductor is reduced. This results in an
increase in the capacitance of the device, which, with appropriate processing, can be related
directly to the contact pressure change. In order to determine the instantaneous wheel load it is
necessary to integrate the transducer output with respect to time for the duration of the tyre contact.

Details of the sensor design and some sources of error are discussed in [6]. This paper is also
attached to this report as Appendix A.

The mat installation utilised 6 Golden River 'Marksman 600' data loggers. Each sensor was
attached to a data logger by a 5 m long, 3-core cable and each data logger processed the outputs of
16 sensors, performed the integration described above and stored the results. The data loggers
were connected into a network in a 'daisy-chain' configuration by RS232 serial data cables. An
IBM PC/AT micro computer was connected to the network and used to upload the raw axle load
information from the data loggers after each vehicle test run.



Data Logging Procedure

The 'Procomm' communications package on the microcomputer was used to issue high-level
commands to the data loggers (in a special purpose language designed by Golden River) and to log
the incoming data into files on the hard disk of the microcomputer.

For each 'event' detected by a data logger (ie an axle crossing a sensor), four items of information
were stored in the data loggers and subsequently transmitted to the PC' after each vehicle test:

(i) Sensor number
(ii) Time of the event ('time tag')
(iii) Sensor reference DC output level immediately prior to the event
(iv) Integrated sensor output for the event (proportional to the wheel force.)

A thermocouple was used to measure the surface temperature of the mat at regular intervals
throughout the vehicle testing program.

Field Data Processing Software

Several 'user friendly' data handling programs were written to run on the PC:

Raw data sorting and scaling

The raw data files contained the axle load information in chronological (event) order, for each box.
It was necessary to sort this information according to the axle and sensor numbers, and to convert
the raw sensor outputs into axle loads in units of force. The latter function required scaling by the
calibration factor of each sensor and the vehicle speed.

A program was written for the PC in Fortran 77 to perform the sorting and calibration functions on
the raw data files. The sensor calibration factors were read from a file, and the vehicle speed was
calculated using a linear regression on the sensor 'time-tag' data. The program generated ASCII
output files in standard 'ERD' file format developed by UMTRI. This facilitated their processing
with a number of standard UMTRI data handling, analysis and plotting programs.

The data sorting program was written to cope with missing and/or spurious data points from one or
more sensors. The resulting code was relatively complex, but reliably trapped virtually all data
errors (see section 2.1.4), thus producing sorted and scaled output files automatically.

A second program was written to sort and scale a large number of raw data files automatically
using a 'directory' file containing a list of the names of the files to be processed.

Data plotting

A straightforward program was written, using an existing UMTRI graph plotting utility, to view
processed data from the ERD files on the microcomputer. This enabled viewing of the data in the
field almost immediately after each vehicle test run.
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Automatic Field Calibration

An automatic field sensor calibration method was devised as a convenient and efficient alternative

to the hydraulic calibration procedures described in Section 2.5. The method requires a vehicle
with known smile loads to be driven over the sensor array a number of times at low speeds, so as
to minimise the dynamic loads.

A program was written to read-in any number of processed (ERD) data files associated with these
tests and to calculate average calibration factors for each sensor using the smile loads from one or
more of the axles. The program writes out a calibration factor file.

Many other computer programs were written during the course of the project to perform various
elements of the data analysis, however they will not be described here because they were not part
of the field testing system.

Sensor and Data Logger Performance

The mat and data logger system was the first large scale installation of its type (apart from a 24
sensor prototype installation in the UK [6-8]) and it functioned largely as designed. Intermittent
problems were experienced with a few of the sensors, which occasionally generated spurious
outputs, or failed to detect an event. In addition, one sensor (number 11) failed to function
correctly for most of the tests. This fault was traced to a problem in a data logger. Overall,
approximately 2.5% of all axle load information was lost due to hardware problems (1% of this
was due to sensor 11). This level of data loss was considered to be acceptable for the requirements
of the project.

Test Site

Navistar Test Track

The field tests were performed on the Navistar test track in Fort Wayne, Indianna. The oval track
has 2 lanes and is 1.9 km (1.2 miles) long. Figure 2.2 shows the layout of the track and the
location of the mat installation on the 4-lane straight. The 'forward' and 'reverse' arrows on the
figure refer to the direction of testing (see later). The location of the mat was chosen to enable
vehicle tests at speeds up to 85 km/h (53 mph) in both directions without unduly disrupting normal
use of the track by Navistar personnel.

Mat Installation

Previous work [8] had shown the need to attach the mat tiles to the road surface as ftrrrdy as
possible, so as to minimise movement of the sensors. The polyurethane mat tiles were attached to
the test track with by the following procedure:

(i) The asphalt surface was swept of stones, dust and loose debris.
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(ii) A roll of 1.5 m wide, 1.6 mm thick (52" x 1/16") double-sided adhesive PVC foam sheet
(by Gaska Tape Inc, Elkhart, IN) was attached to the track surface in the outer wheel path.

(iii) The mat tiles were placed end-to-end along the sheet. In addition to the adhesive sheet,
each tile was screwed to the asphalt surface using twelve 75 mm long (3") masonry
screws. The screws were located by machined washers which fitted into 'counterbored'
holes cast in the surface of the tiles.

(iv) A total length of 19.5 m (64') of 1.2 m wide, 13 mm thick (4' x 1/2") timber sheet was
screwed to the test track at each end of the mat installation. This ensured that the test

vehicles were nominally horizontal when passing over the mat sensors, and that transient
vibration due to the 13 mm step was reduced slightly.

It was decided not to use an additional timber sheet in the second wheel path because of the
relatively large transverse slope of the test track.

(v) It was thought that there was a possibility that the sensor cables could be sheared-off at the
edge of the mat if an axle ran sufficiently off-track. This danger was alleviated by screwing
13 mm thick timber strips to the road surface, either side of every cable.

Test Vehicles

Three 6x4 tractors and three tandem axle semi-trailers were provided by Navistar for testing on the
mat. The vehicles were arranged into six different tractor/semi-trailer combinations. The
combinations were ceded S 1 to $6 and are described in Appendix B. Two of the tractors had
tandem '4-spring' suspensions and the third had a 'trailing-arm' tandem air suspension with
hydraulic dampers. Two of the trailers had 4-spring tandem suspensions, while the third had a
pivoted spring 'single-point' tandem suspension. The vehicle combinations were selected to be
relatively representative of the US truck fleet.

Each vehicle was weighed on a static whole-vehicle weighbridge of length approximately 15 m
immediately prior to, or after the testing. The weighing procedure involved driving the vehicle on
and then off the weighbridge, one axle at a time, and recording the weight of each axle
combination. This enabled two estimates of the static load of each axle to be obtained as well as

the gross weight of the vehicle. The individual static axle loads are provided in Appendix B.

A series of tests was also performed using the UMTRI Mobile Tyre Testing vehicle which has an
instrumented axle, capable of measuring the vertical dynamic load between the tyre and road. The
data from these tests has not been analysed yet but will be included in the final report.

Matrix of Vehicle Tests

Each articulated vehicle combination was driven over the mat at nominal speeds of 5, 10, 20, 30,
40 and 50 mph (8, 16, 32, 48, 64, 80 kin/h) in both the 'forward' and 'reverse' directions over the
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mat. In a few cases, a speed of 85 km/h (53 mph) was achieved. At least six repetitions were
performed at each test condition and the matrix of tests is summarised in Appendix C. A total of
460 test runs was performed on articulated vehicles during four days of testing.

Sensor Calibration

Three methods were used to determine calibration factors for the sensors:

Laboratory calibration of bare sensors

The bare sensors were calibrated by Golden River Personnel in the UK prior to encapsulation in
the polyurethane tiles, using a hydraulic calibrator, developed in Cambridge. A calibration was
performed at three locations along each sensor and the mean and coefficient of variation
(standard deviation/mean) of the three measurements were recorded. The coefficient of variation is
a measure of the uniformity of the sensor and should ideally be zero.

Laboratory calibration of encapsulated sensors

A special purpose 'in-situ' static calibrator was manufactured at UMTRI for the project to a design
developed in Cambridge. This device consisted of an aluminium alloy plate which supported a
flexible polyurethane diaphragm. The plate was placed on the surface of the mat. A hydraulic
hand pump was connected to the plate by a flexible hose and was used to pressurise the cavity
behind the diaphragm with oil. This pressed a 185 mmx 40 mm (7.3" x 1.6") area of the
diaphragm against the surface of a mat tile, above a sensor with a uniform contact pressure. It was
necessary to react the resultant upward thrust by adding a dead load (weights or the wheel of a
truck) to the top of the plate (see Fig. 2, Appendix A). The aluminium plate bridged the sensor so
that the dead load was reacted approximately 40 ram (1.6") either side of the sensor. This ensured
that the sensor output was not affected by the size or exact position of the weights, but only by the
contact pressure under the diaphragm.

Each of the 96 sensors was calibrated in the laboratory at the University of Michigan prior to the
field tests. Calibration factors were determined at three locations along each sensor strip to assess
the uniformity.

The steps involved in each calibration measurement were:

(i) lining-up the calibrator plate above a sensor, (ii) placing a load frame with weights on the plate
and (iii) pumping-up and releasing the hydraulic pressure. The oil pressure and sensor output
were recorded at no-load, half-load and full load (1.5 MPa). This was performed 3 times, and a
linear regression used to determine the calibration factor for each of the 3 calibrator positions along
the sensor. The mean and coefficient of variation of the 3 measurements was calculated for each
sensor.
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Field Calibration using vehicle loads

The automatic field calibration proceduredescribed in section 2.1.3 (iii) was used to generate a file
of average sensor calibration factors. The steering axle measurements on the six articulated
vehicles were used. All of the 5 mph (nominal) test results were averaged together. The static
wheel loads were assumed to be half of the axle loads listed in Appendix B, irrespective of the
vehicle speed or direction of travel.

Histograms of the mean calibration factors for the three calibration methods are plotted in Figs.
2.3a,b,c. It is apparent from the figures that the 'in-situ' calibration method (Fig. 2.3b) produced
a significantly wider spread of data than the other two methods. It also produced a completely
different mean calibration factor of 435.5 MPa, compared with 418.2 MPa for the laboratory
calibration of the bare sensors and 415.0 MPa for the field calibration (Figs. 2.3 a,c).

This inconsistency of the 'in-situ' calibration method is also apparent from Figs. 2.4a,b which
shows the distribution of the Coefficient of Variation (COV) of the calibration factors measured at
the three locations along each sensor (this should ideally be zero for 'perfectly uniform' sensors).
Figure 2.4a shows the result of calibrations on bare sensors and Fig. 2.4b shows the results
obtained with the 'in-situ' calibrator on the encapsulated sensors. The average COV of the bare
sensors is 3.2% but for the encapsulated sensors the average COV is 4.5%.

The only possible explanation for this behaviour is that the 'in-situ' calibration factors are
unreliable. (The polyurethane tiles were cast to close tolerances and the variation in sensitivity
cannot be explained by polyurethane thickness or stiffness variations.) It is not completely clear
why this occurred, since the 'in-situ' calibration method had proved accurate and reliable in
previous tests [8]. However it is known that the polyurethane diaphragm used in the 'in-situ'
calibrator was slightly thicker than specified in the design. It is likely that this may have resulted in
a small additional load being transferred to the sensor, depending on the exact position of the
calibrator, hence causing calibration errors.

Because of these problems, the calibration factors measured in the field (shown in Fig. 2.3c) were
used in the remainder of the analysis in this report.

Time constraints prevented measurement of calibration factors with the hydraulic calibrator after the
mat sections were installed on the test track.
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3

Analysis of Average Wheel Forces

Before examining the accuracy of WIM systems using a limited number of sensors, it will be
useful to assess some possible sources of systematic error by calculating the average of the loads
measured by all of the sensors in the mat. Under most conditions, it is expected that the average of
the 96 sensors should be a reasonable estimate of the true static load, with dynamic components
largely averaged out.

It should be noted, however, that the average wheel forces generated by trucks at highway speeds
are not necessarily equal to the loads measured on a static weigh bridge. Even at steady speed,
fore-aft static weight transfer can occur due to the driving torques and aerodynamic forces. Lateral
weight transfer due to uneven load distribution or road surface camber and cross-fall can also cause
significant differences in the loads measured on the two ends of a particular axle. It is also
possible for static weighbridges to yield inaccurate results, particularly for individual axle
measurements [2].

Effect of Temperature

The capacitative strip sensors were designed to be insensitive to ambient temperature variations.
Previous unpublished measurements on 'bare' (un-encapsulated) sensors confirmed negligible
temperature sensitivity over a reasonable temperature range. However there was still some
uncertainty as to whether the thermal properties of the polyurethane encapsulating material would
cause a systematic sensitivity variation with temperature.

This question was investigated by analysing the steering axle data from each of the six articulated
vehicle combinations for the lowest speed test runs, at nominally 8 km/h (5 mph). (The low speed
steering axle data is expected to contain the least variation due to dynamic axle loads). The test
runs in the 'Forward' (anticlockwise) and 'Reverse' (clockwise) directions around the test track
were analysed separately: in most cases, these two sets of tests were performed several hours
apart, with widely different mat surface temperatures.
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The mean and standard deviation of all of the sensor outputs were calculated for the steering axle
for each of the twelve groups of low speed tests (6 vehicles, forward and reverse directions: i.e.
runs S1R0501-S1R0520, S1F0501-06, $2R0501-06 ..... $6F0501.-07 in Appendix C). These
results are all plotted in Fig. 3.1 as percentage errors from the smile loads that were measured on
the weighbridge (listed in Appendix B). The error bars show one coefficient of variation (standard
deviation/mean) either side of the mean load. The standard deviation is generally approximately 4-
6% of the static load, and can be attributed to dynamic wheel loads and to random noise in the
sensor measurements (see later).

Ten of the twelve data points have mean loads within 4% of the static load and there appears to be
little, if any systematic temperature dependence. The two outlying points correspond to vehicles
S 1 and $4 in the 'Reverse' direction. It will be seen in section 3.4 that these larger errors were
mainly caused by inaccuracies in the static loads measured on the weighbridge.

Effect of Speed

There are three likely causes of systematic speed dependence in static load measurements using
conventional WIM systems.

(i) Dynamic loads: The approach to the IM site (or the site itself) may be abnormally rough
and induce dynamic loads which are dependent on the speed of the vehicle. This is
particularly likely if the WIM sensor is mounted on top of the road surface and causes a
step change in road surface height.

(ii) Weight transfer: The average wheel loads of a fast moving vehicle may differ from the
smile loads measured on a smile weigh scale, because of fore-aft weight transfer due to
driving torques and aerodynamic forces.

(iii) Sensor errors: The dynamic response of the sensor and insmmaentation may not be
sufficiently good to maintain accuracy as the vehicle speed increases and the duration of the
measured load pulse decreases.

In the following analysis, the effects of dynamic loads (i) are eliminated by examining the average
forces measured for each axle by many sensors. The dynamic load contribution is expected to
average out. Thus any speed dependence in the following must be due to (ii) or (iii).

Similar data processing to that described in the previous section was performed for each of the six
nominal vehicle speeds and six vehicle combinations (S 1 to $6) in the 'Forward' and 'Reverse'
directions. This involved processing 460 data files in the 72 groups, listed in Appendix C. The
mean and standard deviation of each axle load was averaged over each group of fries, and is shown
as a marker symbol with error bars on one of Figures 3.2-3.7. In these figures, the static load
errors for each axle are plotted as a function of vehicle speed. The error bars indicate + one
coefficient of variation (standard deviation/mean).
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If the sensors were perfectly accurate and noise free, the error bars would correspond to 1
Dynamic Load Coefficient (as a percentage) either side of the mean wheel force, since

RMS Dynamic loadDynamic Load Coefficient = Static load

Several useful observations can be made from the trends in the mean values shown in Figures 3.2
to 3.7. The lengths of the error bars will not be discussed further in this section as they relate to
the dynamic loads which are the subject of Chapter 5.

(i) Overall, there seems to be little or no systematic dependence of the static load errors on
vehicle speed. In some cases the average loads appear to increase slightly with speed (eg
Figs. 3.2d,e), in other cases they are relatively constant (eg. Fig. 3.5b), in some cases,
they appear to decrease slightly (Fig. 3.7b). and in others, they fluctuate (Fig. 3.2a).

In most cases the variation in mean level is only a few percent and significantly less than
the coefficient of variation of the measurements (size of error bars). There are no particular
differences in the trends observed for the steer axle or the tractor or trailer groups.

(ii) There is no evidence of fore-aft weight transfer affecting the static loads for higher speeds.
This effect would be expected to cause an apparent lightening of the steer axle, and a
corresponding increase in average load of the tractor drive axles. If such weight transfer
did occur the effect on the trailer axles would be expected to be negligible.

(iii) As a result of (i) and (ii) it seems reasonable to conclude that the calibration of the
capacitative strip transducers is not affected significantly by vehicle speed.

Effect of Direction of Travel

The single largest influence on the static load errors is direction of travel of the vehicle. Figures
3.2 d,e indicate 15-20% difference in the average loads measured on the nearside and offside ends
of the trailer axles (axles 4 and 5). This is almost certainly because the trailer on vehicle S 1 was
loaded unevenly. This fact is confirmed by Figs. 3.3 d,e for vehicle $2, which had the same
trailer as S 1, but a different tractor. $2 displays a similar discrepancy between the average loads of
the nearside and offside wafter wheels.

A similar effect is observed for the tractor axles (2 and 3) on vehicles $4, $5 and $6 (Figs. 3.5 b,c
to 3.7 b,c). These three vehicles all had the same trailer but different tractors. It appears that
uneven loading at the front of the trailer was transmitted as a moment through the fifth wheel
coupling to the tractor drive axles. The difference between nearside and offside static loads is
somewhat less in this case: approximately 10%.

The load distribution explanation does not seem to apply to the peculiar behaviour of the trailer
axles (4 and 5) on vehicles $4, $5 and $6 (Figs. 3.5 d,e to 3.7 d,e). In these cases, axle 4 is
always heavier in the 'Forward' direction than the 'Reverse' direction, and axle 5 is heavier in the
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'Reverse' direction than in the 'Forward' direction. This is thought to be caused by some sort of
misalignment in the trailer suspension which caused the nearside whea'.lon axle 4 and the offside
wheel of axle 5 to carry more of the static load than the other ends of the axles. (This is analogous
to a table with short legs in opposite comers). The error is approximately 5-7% of the static loads.

Effect of Weighbridge Errors

The procedure used to measure the static axle loads is described in sex;tion 2.3. The static wheel
loads were assumed to be half of the corresponding static axle loads. This procedure is inherently
inaccurate for weighing individual axles, particularly tandem pairs, because the weighbridge is so
long (15 m), and the accuracy is critically dependent on the road surface profile at the ends of the
weighbridge [2]. However, the gross vehicle weight can be determined accurately. This
inaccuracy in individual axle loads explains why the average errors on the nearside and offside
wheels of some axles are not equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. For example, the average
loads on axle 4, vehicle S 1 are approximately equal and opposite (Fig. 3.2d) indicating that the
weighbridge measurement of the static axle load is approximately con_-'t (but the loads on the
nearside and offside wheels are different due to uneven loading). Conversely, on axle 5, vehicle
S1, the weighbridge measurement of the static load is approximately 7-9% low. Hence the offside
wheel appears to have the correct load, but the static load of the nearside wheel appears to be 18-
20% high. (Recall that the difference between nearside and offside axles is due to the uneven load
dis_ibution - previous section).

The weighbridge errors appear to depend on the suspension system. The 4-spring trailer
suspensions (all vehicles except $3) give a substantial error although not always with the same
sign. This behaviour is expected from such suspensions because of the large friction forces
between suspension elements which can cause substantial aaysteresis' in the static load
measurements.

Conclusions

(i) Temperature has no systematic effect on mat sensor accuracy in the range of 15 to 40 °C.

(ii) The calibration of the capacitative strip transducers in the mat is not affected by speed in the
range 8 to 85 km/h.

('fii) No evidence was observed of fore-aft load transfer in the articulated vehicles due to speed.

(iv) Two of the trailers were loaded unevenly causing differences between the static loads
measured on nearside and offside axles.

(v) The static weighbridge measurements were inaccurate, particularly for weighing individual
axles from the tandem groups with 4-spring suspensions.
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4

Theory of Multiple-Sensor Weigh-in-Motion

Introduction

Road surface roughness excites vibration of heavy vehicles which resuks in dynamic tyre force
fluctuations. These have typical Root Mean Square (RMS) amplitudes of 10-30% of the static
wheel loads [9-12]. The dynamic tyre forces result from vehicle motion in two distinct frequency
ranges:

1.5 to 4.5 Hz: Sprung mass bounce and pitch vibration modes;
8 to 15 Hz: Unsprung mass bounce and roll, 'load-sharing' suspension pitch modes.

At 100 kin/h, these modes of vibration are excited by roughness irregularities with wavelengths of
6.2 m to 18.5 m and 1.9 m to 3.5 m respectively. Various experimental and theoretical studies
[10-14] have shown that the lower frequency sprung mass modes usually dominate the dynamic
tyre forces generated by heavy vehicles on highways, except for vehicles which have axle group
suspensions (particularly of the walking-beam type) with poorly damped bogie pitching modes.

It is difficult to obtain accurate information on the popularity of the various suspension types,
however, based on a survey of manufacturers, Morris [15] estimated the following distribution of
suspensions on new heavy vehicles in the USA"

Estimated proportions of suspensions on new US heavy vehicles, from [15]

Suspension Tractors (%) Trailers (%)
Walldng-beam 15-25 < 2

Air spring 15-20 10-15
Leaf spring 55-77 > 80

Other 2-4 Nil
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From this data it may be estimated that approximately 10% of the stu;pensions on new articulated
heavy vehicles in the USA are of the walking-beam type. This is consistent with the proportions
of such suspensions observed by the Principal Investigator in Britain and several European
Countries. Hence it can be stated with reasonable confidence that the majority of suspensions in
current use on trucks are of the type which generate largely low frequency dynamic tyre forces.
This is an important consideration in the design of multiple-sensor weigh-in-motion systems.

A WIM system with one force sensor uses a single sample of a wheel force time history as an
estimate of the smile wheel load. For such a system, assuming 'perfectly accurate' sensors, it can
be shown that the expected standarddeviation of the error in static load estimation for a particular
wheel is the RMS dynamic tyre force (see later). Thus the accuracy of a single sensor WIM
system is limited fundamentally by vehicle dynamics. One solution I:othis problem is to ensure
that the dynamic loads are small by building a very smooth lead-up to the WIM site of up to 120 m
in length [16]. However, the advent of low cost WIM sensors provides the possibility of using
two or more sensors along each wheel path in order to compensate for the effects of the dynamic
forces in determination of the smile axle loads.

There are a variety of ways in which the outputs of an arrayof sensors might be processed to yield
an estimate of the static loads. Some possibilities are described by Glover [17] who performed
numerical simulations of the outputs of WIM arrayswith 1, 2, 9, 19 and 81 sensors with a variety
of spacing arrangements, including uniform, linear, geometric and logarithmic. Glover achieved
good results for a 9-sensor, evenly spaced array,using a least squares procedure to correct the
simulated forces for the dominant Fourier component.

In this chapter, evenly spaced WIM arrays are examined. It is assumed that the outputs of the
individual sensors are averaged to yield an estimate of the static loads. A general theory is
developed which provides a straightforward design procedure for WIM arrays, providing the
average speed of the heavy vehicle traffic is known. The simple averaging method requires very
few sensors and little computation to give comparable accuracy to more sophisticated 'curve fitting'
methods [17]. However, it has the disadvantage that the accuracy can be dependent on the speed
of the traffic. As shown later in this chapter, this is not an important limitation, providing 3 or
more sensors are used.

In Chapter 5, measurements from the load measuring mat will be used to examine the validity of
the theory described here for six tractor/semi-trailer vehicle combinations.
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Theory

Sinusoidal Input

It is useful to begin the analysis by calculating the output of a multiple-sensor WIM array to a
sinusoidal force p(t) defined by

p(t) = P0 + Psin (cot+ ¢_) (4.1)

where P0 = static tyre force

P = dynamic tyre force amplitude

co= angular frequency

¢_= arbitrary phase angle

t = time.

The force is considered to move at constant speed V over an array of n sensors which are evenly
spaced, distance A apart as shown in Figure 4.1. The sensors are assumed to be noiseless and
perfectly accurate so that the output of each sensor is the instantaneous dynamic load applied to the
sensor by p(t). The output of the array is taken to be the arithmetic mean of the individual sensor
outputs, and is denoted P. Assuming that t = 0 when p(t) passes over the first sensor, the array
output (average) is

n-1 ,jc0A .
= Po + P _ sin _---_- -r _). (4.2)

j=0
It is convenient to define the non-dimensional WIM error _ by

e = (P-P0)/P (4.3)

and the non-dimensional sensor spacing 8 by

8 = t0A/2_V = A/(V/f), (4.4)

where f = cyclic frequency corresponding to co. Then (4.2) becomes
n-1

e(n,8,cD = 1 _ sin(j2_8 + _). (4.5)
j=0

Assuming that ¢ is a random variable with a uniform probability density function g(¢), defined by

g(O)=[_- -_<_-<
{0 elsewhere, (4.6)

the expected mean square error can be found from (4.5) and (4.6) using standard expectation
equations (see, for example, [18]) as follows"
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E[e(n,8,0) 2] = J._ E(n'8'0)2g(0)
dO

flEl 1n-1 2 1
= sinfj2x8 + O) _ dO,

where E[ ] is tiaeexpectation operator.

With a little manipulation this can be shown to have the solution
n

= +±X (.-k)n2 k=l

The Root Mean Square (RMS) error is then given by

eRMS= _/E[e(n,8,O)2].

It is useful to define the peak or 'envelope' error _ from the RMS error as follows:

[_ n__2_ ]1/2
e(n,8) = + ¢'2-eRMS = + + (n-k) cos(k2_8) (4.7)

k--1

FL,;are4.2 shows a plot of eq. 4.5 for n = 7 with 5 different phase angl_ 0 = 2x/5, 4x/5 .... 2x,
plotted as dashed lines. Superimposed on the plot is the envelope error e as per exl. 4.7, plowed
as the solid lines. It can be seen that the solid lines surround all of the dashed lines, and that _ is
the largest error that can occur for any given value of 8. Thus an alternative interpretation of _ is
the error corresponding to the 'worst-case' phase angle 0 for an array with n sensors and non-
dimensional spacing 8.

Figures 4.3 a-_: show the characteristics of _:(n,8) for n = 2 to 5. Three observations am made:

(i) The error is unity for integer values of 8. These points correspond to the sample points
(sensors) being spaced an integer number of dynamic force cycles apart.

(ii) The 'unit cell' pattern for 0 < 8 < I repeats for each integer value of 8 and is symmetric
about 8 = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, etc. This is shown in Fig. 4.4 for n = 6. The repetition is a form
of aliasing with a Nyquist spacing of 8 = 0.5. There is no apparent advantage in using
8 > 1 in a WIM array.
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(iii) Within each 'unit cell', there are (n-1) zeros at values of 8 = 5k corresponding to

8k = k/n, k = 1, 2, 3...(n-I), (n+l), (n+2)... k _ n, 2n, 3n... (4.8)

Thus the range of 8 between the first and last zeros in a unit cell (81 = 1/n to
_n-1= (n- 1)/n ) increases with n. This is the region in which _:is consistently small.

Stochastic Input

For particular values of n, V and A, equation 4.7 can be considered to be a 'filter' transfer function
which yields the worst-case error for dynamic force components of frequency to. Using the
standard input/output relationship for a linear system subject to ergodic random excitation [18], the
mean square direct spectral density of the measurement error See(to) due to the 'two-sided' input

tyre force spectral density Spp(to) is given by

S_(to) = _:(n, to_2xV) 2 Spp(to), -.o < co< 00. (4.9)

The expected mean square value of a stationary random process is the area under the graph of mean
square spectral density versus frequency, hence the worst case RMS array error _ for an n-sensor
system is given by

o<.>- s,,<o, o]i
Equation 4.10 can be evaluated numerically if the input force spectral density Spp(to) is known.
Determination of Spp(to) is discussed in section 4.3.

It should be noted that equation 4.10 yields the RMS error for one stationary random tyre force
passing over an 'ensemble' of n-sensor WIM arrays. It can also be considered to be the expected
standard deviation of the static load estimation error for many different axles passing over a single
WIM site. This assumes that the wheel forces are sampled from an ergodic random process,
which is reasonable under most circumstances [19]. It also assumes that the surface of the WlM
array is not abnormally rough and that the individual suspensions all generate similar tyre force
spectral densities.

Measures of WIM System Performance

It is useful to define some non-dimensional measures of WIM system performance. We define the
'Error Coefficient of Variation' (ECOV) p, for an n-sensor system by

p(n) = ¢_(n)/P0, (4.11)

where P0 is the static axle load.
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A parameter which is used frequently to characterise dynamic tyre forces is the Dynamic Load
Coefficient (DLC) [9]:

DLC = RMS dynamic tyre force
static tyre force (4.12)

For a single sensor WIM system (n = 1), equation 4.7 yields _(1,_) - 1.0 and equation 4.10 then
gives

_(1) = Spp(m) d_jl/2
]

which is simply the RMS dynamic tyre force, (the nun'lerator of eq.4.12). Thus the DLC can
alternatively be interpreted as

DLC = _(1)/P0 = p(1). (4.13)

Hence the expected error coefficient of variation of a single sensor WIM system p(1) is simply the
DLC of the dynamic axle loads. For highway conditions of mad roughness and speed, DLC's in
the range 0.1 - 0.3 are typical (ie. 10% to 30% RMS single-sensor WIM error), but DLC's up to
0.4 have been measured for particularly poorly damped tandem suspensions [9,12].

The proportional improvement in static load measurement accuracy relative to a single sensor WIM
system is denoted here as the 'Static Accuracy Coefficient' (SAC), rl which is defined by

p(1)-p(n) DLC-p(n)
rl(n) - p(1) = DLC (4.14)

rl is a measure of multiple-sensor WIM performance.

If p(n) = p(1), that is no improvement over a single sensor system, then rl(n) = 0. Conversely, If
p(n) = 0 (ie zero error), then rl(n) = 1.0 which corresponds to 'perfect' WIM system
performance.

Simulation

Calculation of Dynamic Tyre Force Spectral Densities

For a linearised vehicle model, the wheel force spectral matrix [Sp(¢O)]can be found from the road
profile input displacement spectral matrix [Su(¢O)]and a vehicle t/ansfer function matrix [H(¢0)],
according to [19,20]:

[Sp(c0)] = [H(¢o)]* [Su(CO)][H(o_)]T (4.15)

where '*' denotes the complex conjugate and 'T,denotes the matrix transpose. [H(o3)] is
determined by standard methods from the equations of motion of the vehicle (see, for example,
[21]).
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The leading diagonal terms of [Su(o_)] are the direct spectral density of the road profile
displacement, given by [19,20]:

Sii(c0) = 1 Su(Y=co/V)' (4.1 6)

where Su('y) is the road prof'fledisplacement spectral density at wavenumber y.

For a 2-dimensional (pitch plane) vehicle model, the off-diagonal (cross-spectral) elements of
[Su(CO)]are simply [19,20]:

Sjk (CO) - Sjj(0)) e-ljk/V and Skj(_) = Sjk*(_) (4.17)

where ljk is the distance between axles j and k.

Vehicle Models

It is important that the sensor averaging procedure is effective for a wide range of vehicles. The
two simple generic vehicle models shown in Figs. 4.5a,b were chosen for this study because they
represent the two main classes of truck suspensions. The 'l/4-car' model in Fig. 4.5a represents
those suspensions which generate a large low frequency wheel force spectral peak due to sprung
mass motion. It has a 'sprung mass' natural frequency of approximately 1.9 Hz. The vast
majority of current suspensions display this characteristic, as explained in Section 4.1. The
'walking-beam' model in Fig. 4.5b represents those suspensions (in the minority), which generate
large dynamic wheel loads due to unsprung mass motion (lightly damped pitching of the walking-
beam in this case).

The generic vehicle models do not contain the detailed suspension nonlinearities and complexities
of sprung mass motion that are typical of heavy vehicles [7,13], however the wheel force spectral
densities are sufficiently realistic for the purpose of this study of WIM systems.

Derivation of the equations of motion and formation of the transfer function matrix [H(c0)] are
straightforward and will not be discussed here (see, for example, [13,21]).

Road Surface Profile Spectral Density

The road profile displacement spectral density Su(7) used in the simulation study is the two-index
function recommended in [22]:

Su( )={S( 0)l't/ 01-nlI1-- 0
{S(y0) 17/70l"n2 17[> Y0. (4.18)

The values used for the various constants are nl= 2.0, n2= 1.5, 7o= 1.0 rad/m and
S(70) = 1.275 x 10.6 m3/rad, which correspond to the 'good' road surface classification in [22].
This prof'fle may be likened to a UK 'A-class' road or fair motorway surface.
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Simulation Results and array Design Considerations

Simulation Results for Vehicle Model 1

Figure 4.6 shows the wheel force spectral density Spp(co)and the en-or spectral density See(co) (as
calculated by eq. 4.9) for vehicle model 1 travelling at 100 km/h over a 3-sensor WlM array with a

sensor spacing of A - 4 m. The same data is plotted on both linear and logarithmic scales. On the
linear graph, the area under the solid line is proportional to the DLC 2 and the area under the dashed

lines is proportional to p(3) 2. The logarithmic graph is provided to show more clearly the

attenuation of Spp(co) causect by _(n, coA/2_V) 2. Because the maximum value of_(n,8) is unity,

(Fig. 4.3), See(co) can never exceed Spp(co), hence the dashed line can never cross the solid line.
This means that for 'perfectly accurate' sensors, p(n) can never exceed the Dynamic Load
Coefficient (DLC).

Performance data corresponding to this simulation were: DLC = 0.142, p = 0.051 and
11= 0.645. Thus in this case, the 3-sensor array reduces the error coefficient of variation from
14.2% to 5.1%, which corresponds to a 64.5% improvement in performance over a single sensor
WIM system. This averaging scheme clearly improves substantially the accuracy of static wheel
load prediction.

Figures 4.7a,b illustrate the influence of the sensor spacing A on the Error Coefficient of Variation
p, and the Smile Accuracy Coefficient ri, for n=3 and vehicle model 1 travelling at speeds of 60
km/h and 100 km/h. It is apparent that for each speed, there is a range of spacings for which the
WIM error (ECOV) is low, ie the system performs relatively accurately.

,The shape of the ECOV curves is closely related to the magnitude of the error envelope curve
le (n=3,5)1(shown in Fig. 4.3b), however because the system is subjected to an approximately

narrow band random input (centred on the sprung mass natural ,f_luency of the vehicle) instead of
a single sine wave, the ECOV curve is a 'smoothed version of[ e I.

The properties of the _ curves, described in section 4.2.1 can be used to understand the features of
the ECOV curves. From eq. 4.8, the first two zeros in _(3,8) occur when
8k = 81 = 1/3 and 82 = 2/3. We expect these points to correspond approximately to minima in the
ECOV curves. Using the definition of 8 from eq. 4.4, with V = 16.7 m/s (60 krn/h) and f--1.9 Hz

(the dominant resonant frequency in Spp(co)), we expect the minima to occur approximately at
A = V/3f = 2.9 m and A = 2V/3f = 5.9 m. These points are labelled A and B on Figs. 4.7. The
corresponding points for V = 27.8 m/s (100 kin/h) are labelled A' and B'.

The worst errors are expected to occur when e(3,8) 1= 1. This happens when the dominant

(resonant) frequency component in SDp(CO)is sampled once every cycle (or once every two
cycles), ie for integer values of 8. Tfi_ points labelled C and C' on Figs. 4.7 correspond to 83= 1.
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The labelled points on Fig. 4.7 are all slightly to the right of the maxima and minima of the ECOV

curves at which they might be expected to occur. This is because Spp(C0)is not symmetric about
the main spectral peak, (see Fig. 4.6).

It is important that the WIM army is designed to be accurate for the widest possible range of
vehicles (frequencies) and speeds. For given values of A and f, it is possible to estimate the range
of vehicle speeds V over which the system will operate in the 'plateau region' of the ECOV curve
where the accuracy is consistently high (T1>--0.5).

From eq. 4.8, the zeros in _(n,_) occur when

8k = k/n, k = 1, 2, 3...... (n-l). (4.8)

We will ignore values of k > n, since these represent large (often impractical) sensor spacings at
which the wheel forces are sampled at frequencies well below the Nyquist frequency: ie less than 2
sample points per cycle. Using eqs. 4.4 and 4.8, and assuming fixed A and f, the zeros occur at
speeds Vk given by

Vk= _nA k = 1 2, 3 (n-l), (4.19)
k , , • • *

where f is the frequency of the dominant spectral component in Spp(C0).

The 'plateau region' of the ECOV curve will be governed by the first and last zeros in [: k=l and
k = n- 1. Thus the maximum and minimum speeds for which the WIM system will be reasonably
accurate (operate in the 'plateau region') are given by

Vmax = V1 -- t'nA (4.20)
and

Vmin = Vn. 1 = ?nte(n-1). (4.21)

A good design procedure would be to select A such that the average speed of vehicles using the
road corresponds to the average of Vmin and Vmax. Thus combining (4.20) and (4.21),

2 (n-1)V
Adesign = _n2 , (4.22)

where V = estimated average traffic speed (m/s).

There is considerable variation in the dominant frequencies f in the dynamic wheel force spectra of
common heavy vehicles. They are usually in the range 1.5 to 4.5 Hz and a suitable average value
is f =2.5 Hz. It is possible that a slightly higher average frequency (say f = 3.0 Hz) may be more
suitable for WIM systems in countries where heavy vehicle suspensions are relatively stiffer.

Figure 4.8 is design chart for multiple-sensor WIM arrays using eq. 4.22 with f = 2.5 Hz and
n = 2-10. It yields values of Adesign for speeds of 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 km/h.
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Sensitivity to Frequency and Speed

Substituting the design spacing Adesi_ (from eq. 4.22) back into ¢XlS.4.20 and 4.21 gives

Vmax= 2(n-1)V/n (4.23)

and Vmin= 2V/n. (4.24)

If n=2, Vmln = Vmax = V. Thus a 2__-sensorWIM _stem can only be designed to be accurate at one

speed. If n=3, however, Vmin = _V and Vmax =_V and as_ystem with sensor s_pacingchosen
W_.v_<W =according to (22) will be accurate for speeds of . For example if V 80 kin/h, this,

would yield 53 < V < 107 km/h. Similarly if n=4, the range of accm'ate performance is given by
m u 3

Figures 4.9a,b show the ECOV and SAC for 2-, 3- and 4-sensor W]M systems designed for an
average speed of 80 km/h (V - 22.2 m/s) according to eq. 4.22 with f - 1.9 Hz. The systems are
traversed by vehicle model 1. Also shown in Fig. 4.9a is p(1) (the DLC) for comparison.

Three observations are made:

(i) In the vicinity of 80 kin/h, an increase in the number of sensors yields a modest increase in
accuracy (rl = 0.6 for n = 2, rl = 0.67 for n = 4.)

(ii) The 2-sensor system loses accuracy quite quickly for speeds away from 80 kin/h, whereas
the 3-sensor system has an accurate 'plateau region' for 53 < V < 107 km/h as expected.
The 4-sensor system is accurate over an even wider speed range.

(iii) For speeds less than about 30 kin/h, the ECOV (p) and SAC (rl) curves fluctuate rapidly
due to aliasing.

From Figure 4.9 it appears that 3 sensors is a good choice, because the system is reasonably
accurate and has a relatively wide operating speed range. The 4-sensor system yields a larger
speed range with only a small accuracy improvement over the 3-sensor system. The additional
cost of the 4th sensor may not be worthwhile in practice.

The range of frequencies over which the WIM array will be accurate for a given vehicle speed V
can be found by rearranging eq. 4.19:

fmin = V[nA (4.25)

and

fmax = (n- 1)V/nA. (4.26)
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If A is replaced by Adesig n from (4.22), then (4.25) and 4.26) give

fmin= nf/2(n-1) (4.27)

and

fmax= nf/2. (4.28)

Thus if n=2, fmin= fmax= f, that is the system can only be tuned to perform well at one "_input
frequency. If n=3, the operating frequency range (for a fixed speed) is approximately ,3-f < f < _f.3-
For t' = 2.5 Hz this gives 1.9 _ f _<3.8 Hz. Similarly if n--4, the operating frequency range is
f < f _<2f which, for f = 2.5 Hz, yields 1.7 _<f < 5 Hz. Thus n=3 is a reasonable choice,

although errors may occur when the frequency and speed take extreme values simultaneously. The
worst error is likely to occur when V-_Vmaxand f'=fminalthough the other extreme condition
(V=Vmin and f--fmax),may also yield significant errors.

Figures 4.10a,b show the variation of ECOV (P) and SAC (1"1)with the number of 'optimally
spaced' sensors, ie sensors spaced according to eq. 4.22. The vehicle (model 1) is travelling at the
array design speed of 80 km/h. The design frequency is f - 2.5 Hz which is above the first natural
frequency of the vehicle model (1.9 I-Iz). Figures 4.10a,b show that good performance can be
achieved with a 2- or 3-sensor system (providing the 2-sensor system is operated close to its
design conditions.) Figures 4.10 also show that diminishing benefits are achieved for larger
numbers of sensors. In this case, P is reduced from 12.3% for a single sensor WIM system to
3.9% for a 3-sensor array, but only to 3.0% for a 10 sensor system. Similar curves to Figs. 4.10
can be obtained by running the simulation at other speeds.

Simulation Results for Vehicle Model 2

Vehicle model 2 has a walking-beam suspension which generates large dynamic tyre forces due to
beam pitching at approximately 9 Hz as well as a lower frequency component, of smaller
amplitude, due to sprung mass bounce at approximately 2.8 I-Iz. If the WIM array is designed for
the lower frequency component, then significant errors may be expected due to the higher
frequency loads. Conversely, an array designed to be accurate for the higher frequency tyre force
component of this particular vehicle may be inaccurate for (the majority of) vehicles which generate
predominantly low frequency dynamic loads. This trade-off is examined in the remainder of this
section.

Figure 4.11 shows the leading axle tyre force and error spectral densities, S (to) and See(to), forpp_'
vehicle model 2 operating at 100 km/h on a 3-sensor WIM array designed for f = 2.5 Hz,
according to eq. 4.22, with A= 5 m (see design chart, Fig. 4.8). Again the spectra are plotted on

both linear and logarithmic scales. The peak in Spp(to) at to = 57 rad/s (9 Hz) is substantially
larger than the peak at 18 rad/s (2.8 Hz). This is typical of the characteristics of walking-beam
suspensions (see, for example, Ervin et al [10]).
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The WIM array is surprisingly effective at reducing the error throughout the frequency range, even
though it is tuned to the lower frequency peak. In this case, DLC --:0.36, p = 0.13 and 1] = 0.64.
It should be noted, however that the higher frequency performance is very sensitive to V/f, where f
is the frequency of the beam pitching mode.

Figure 4.12 displays similar information to Figure 4.9, (the ECOV and SAC plotted against speed
for various arrays) but for vehicle model 2. In this case the array is designed according to eq. 4.22
with V = 80 km/h and f = 2.5 Hz. Unlike Fig. 4.9, the system is not well tuned for 80 km/h
vehicles and the optimum speed depends on the number of sensors in the an'ay (for 2 sensors, the
optimum speed is approximately 100 kin/h). This is the result of under-sampling (aliasing) the
higher frequency loads. The various peaks and troughs in Fig. 4.12 can be predicted relatively
well by considering e(n,8) for loads at 9 Hz.

Figure 4.13 shows the variation of WIM accuracy with the number of sensors, for arrays which
are spaced according to eq. 4.22 with V -- 80 km/h and f = 2.5 Hz. In this particular case, the 3-
and 4-sensor systems perform well but the 6-sensor system is quite inaccurate. This is because the
spacing for 6 sensors with f = 2.5 Hz (according to eq. 4.22) is 2.47 m which coincides exactly
with 8=1 for the 9 Hz peak (ie the worst possible spacing for the 9 Hz wheel forces).

In Figures 4.11 to 4.13, the WIM arrays were designed to account for the low frequency dynamic
wheel forces. An alternative strategy might be to tune the system performance to the high
frequency forces by using arrays with smaller spacings (around 1-2 m). This turns out to be
unsatisfactory as iUustrated in Fig. 4.14, which shows the performance of WIM arrays designed
with f = 9 Hz at V = 80 km/h according to eq. 4.22. It can be seen clearly that the accuracy is
good for the walking-beam suspension (model 2) as expected, but poor for 1/4-car vehicle
(model 1). The heavy highway vehicle fleet consists largely of vehicles like model I and it is not
worthwhile to compromise the performance of the WIM system for these vehicles in order to
account for the small number of suspensions like model 2.

Effect of Transducer Errors

Real WIM transducers are not perfectly accurate or noise-free and may introduce small random
errors into the dynamic axle load measurements. For well-designed sensors, these errors should
be considerably less than the DLC and may be just a few percent [811.They will be reduced further
by the force averaging process. Assuming that the noise on each sensor in the array is not
correlated with the noise on any other sensor, it is expected from the central limit theorem that the
error standard deviation due to noise will fall approximately as 1/4_. Hence there may be some
benefit in using more sensors than indicated by the 'ideal sensor' theory outlined here, depending
on the noise level (and cost of the sensors). The sensors should still be spaced according to
equation 4.22. This issue is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
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Conclusions

(i) A general theory has been developed for the analysis of multiple-sensor WIM arrays with
ideal, error-free force transducers, spaced evenly along the road. The theory yields a
simple formula (equation 4.22) by which the sensor spacing can be chosen if the average
traffic speed is known.

(ii) A two-sensor WIM array can be designed to be relatively accurate for vehicles which
generate dynamic loads at a known resonant frequency and travel at a known speed. Such
a system becomes less accurate for speeds or frequencies away from the design conditions.

(iii) The accuracy of a WIM array improves gradually as the number of'optimally' spaced
sensors is increased above 2, with diminishing improvements for large arrays. However,
the robustness (insensitivity) to speed and frequency variations improves markedly with
more sensors.

(iv) An array designed for low frequency dynamic loads (1.5 Hz to 4.5 Hz) may be inaccurate
for (a minority of) vehicles with poorly-damped tandem suspensions such as walking-
beams, which generate large dynamic loads at high frequencies (8 to 15 Hz). For these
vehicles the array accuracy will be quite sensitive to the speed and frequency of the
dynamic loads. Conversely, an array which is tuned to be accurate for high frequency
loads will consistently be inaccurate for the majority of vehicles which generate their
dynamic tyre forces at low frequencies. Thus it is preferable to design the spacing of WIM
arrays to account for low frequency dynamic loads.

(v) A good compromise for WIM array design is to use 3 sensors tuned to a mean vehicle
resonant frequency of approximately f - 2.5 Hz. This yields reasonable accuracy for a
wide range of speeds and dynamic loading frequencies. With such an arrangement, the
theoretical coefficient of variation of the measurement error can be reduced to 30-50% of

the error for a single sensor WIM system.
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5

WIM Performance for Six Test Vehicles

In this section, wheel force data collected with the load measuring mat is used to examine the
design and accuracy of WIM systems with up to six evenly-spaced sensors.

Data Analysis Procedure

The calibrated and sorted _ERD'data files for the six articulated test vehicles (section 2.1.3) were
processed to determine the Error Coefficient of Variation (ECOV = p) as a function of WIM array
design parameters (n and A), for each axle at the six nominal testing speeds (5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50
mph). Figure 5.1 shows an example of the procedure, in which many 3-sensor WIM arrays (n =
3) with A = 1.6 m can be obtained by averaging the outputs of appropriately spaced groups of
sensors. (Eighty eight such averages (n = 3, A = 1.6 m) can be calculated for each axle from an
ERD file with 96 sensors: 88 = 96 - 8, since each WIM array spans 8 sensors as shown in Fig.
5.1). Averages of this type were calculated for sensor spacings, A = 0, 0.4, 0.8 ....12 m and n =
2 to 6 sensors, i.e. 155 different WIM array configurations in all.

For each vehicle, the steps in the automated data analysis procedure were as follows:

(i) Read all ERD files for each nominal testing speed in both 'forward' and 'reverse' directions
around test track.

(ii) For each axle, calculate 155 different ensembles of WIM force averages (n = 2 to 6 and
A=0,0.4,0.8 .... 12m).

(iii) Convert each ensemble into a frequency (probability) distribution of WIM force against
number of occurrences. (Total of 155 frequency distributions for each axle.)

(iv) Combine the frequency distributions for all ERD fries at the same nominal testing speed.

(v) Calculate the mean, standard deviation and error coefficient of variation from each of the
frequency distributions.
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(vi) Plot the error coefficient of variation p against sensor spacing A for n = 2 to 6, for each
axle.

Histograms of WIM force averages, step (iv) are provided for vehicle S 1 travelling at a speed of 32
km/h (9 m/s) in Fig. 5.2a,b,c. Figure 5.2a shows the force distribution for the steering axle
calculated by considering each transducer to be a separate WIM system (i.e. by setting A - 0).
Figure 5.2b shows the result of analysing the same data as Fig. 5.2a, but with 3-sensor averages
(n = 3) and A = 1.6 m. Similarly, Fig. 5.2c shows the result of analysing the data with 6-sensor
averages (n = 6) and A = 0.8 m. It is apparent from the figures that tile spread of the probability
distribution (Error Coefficient of Variation) is reduced considerably by performing the 3-sensor
averages. The ECOV p is reduced from 6.5% for the single-sensor system to 3.9% for the 3-
sensor system and to 3.2% for the 6-sensor system.

Similar results can be seen in Figs. 5.2 d,e,f which show the results liar axle 5 on the trailer of
vehicle $4 travelling at 85 km/h. The single sensor WIM force distribution in Fig 5.2 d has an
ECOV 19of 11.5%. This is reduced to 5.8 % for the 3-sensor average in Fig. 5.2 e and 4.2% for
the 6-sensor average in Fig. 5.2 f.

In each of these cases, the sensor spacing was was calculated from the design equation (4.22) with
V set to the testing speed and f = 2.5 Hz. The two cases presented here (S1 at 32 krn/h and $4 at
85 km/h) will be examined further in the following sections.

Preliminary Comparison of Experiment and Theory

A graph of p vs A for the steering axle of vehicle S 1 at 32 km/h (9 m/s) is provided in Fig. 5.3.
(This Fig is repeated later as Fig. 5.14 a). The vertieal lines on the figure labelled n -- 2 - 6
correspond to the design spacing Z_lesignas calculated from equation 4.22 with V -- 9 m/s and f =
2.5 Hz. The value of p corresponding to Fig. 5.2 a is the y-intercept and the values of p
corresponding to Fig. 5.2 b,c are the solid circles on the vertical lines for n -- 3 and n = 6.

Figure 5.4 shows theoretical curves which were calculated by equation 4.10 for the 'l/4-car'
vehicle model from Chapter 4, travelling at 32 km/h for comparison. The vertical lines on the
figure again show the design spacings, calculated using eq. 4.22 with V - 9 m/s and f = 2.5 Hz.

Several comments can be made about Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

(i) The general shapes and magnitudes of the experimental and theoretical curves are similar.
This appears to verify that the 1/4-car model used in the theoretical analysis is a reasonable
representation of the dynamics of the steering axle of vehicle S1.

(ii) The main differences between the theoretical and experimental curves are the spacings at
which the peaks and troughs occur. This is because the natural frequencies of the test
vehicle and the theoretical model axe different. The theoretical model had a sprung mass
natural frequency of 1.9 Hz (section 4.3.2). The natural frequency of the experimental
vehicle can be deduced from Fig 5.3 by considering the location of the first peak, which
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occurs approximately at A = 3.2 m. From eq. 4.8 (and point C on Fig 4.7a), this
corresponds to 5 = 1.

Using eq. 4.4, the natural frequency of the vehicle is given by

f = V/A1 (5.1)

where A1 = sensor spacing corresponding to the first peak in the curve of p vs A.

In the case of Fig 5.3, V = 9 m/s and A1 = 3.2 m, so f = 9/3.2 = 2.8 Hz. The second
peak in the curves is expected to occur when 8 = 2, i.e. A = 2V/f = 6.4 m. This agrees
with Fig 5.3.

(iii) The spacings given by eq. 4.22 and shown by the vertical lines in Figs 5.3 and 5.4, would
be reasonable choices for the array design spacings. The vertical line corresponding to
n = 2 fails slightly to the right of the first trough in the p - A curve in Fig 5.3, because the

natural frefl_uencyof the vehicle is 2.8 Hz, which is slightly greater than the design
frequency f - 2.5 Hz. Conversely in Fig 5.4, the vertical line for n = 2 falls to the left of
the first trough, since f -- 1.9 Hz and f - 2.5 Hz.

(iv) As explained in Chapter 4, arrays with 3 or more sensors are more 'robust' to frequency
and speed variations because they have relatively wide, flat-bottomed 'plateau regions'
(troughs). This can be seen in both the experimental and theoretical curves (Figs 5.3 and
5.4). As a result, the vertical lines for n - 3 to 6 in Figs 5.3 and 5.4 lie at spacings which
are appropriate choices to minimise the ECOV p, despite the fact that the operating
frequencies are different to the design frequency f. It can also be seen that a small error in
spacing of the 2-sensor system due to, say, a different vehicle speed, would cause a more
rapid decrease in accuracy than for the systems with 3 or more sensors.

A graph of p vs A for the steering axle of S1 at low speed, 9 km/h = 2.5 rn/s is provided in Fig.
5.5. (This figure is repeated later as Fig 5.12a.) Theoretical curves for the 1/4-car model
travelling at the same speed are provided in Fig 5.6a. There are qualitative similarities between
Figs. 5.5 and 5.6a, however the theoretical curves do not display the rapid fluctuation of the
experimental curves. Again this is mainly because of the different natural frequencies of the
experimental vehicle and the theoretical model (2.8 Hz and 1.9 Hz respectively.) This results in a
different wavelength 'over the ground' A1 = V/f. Fig 5.6b shows the result of running the
simulation at 1.7 m/s (6.1 km/h) so that

A1 = V = 1.7 m/s = 0.89 m.f 1.9 m/s

This is approximately equal to V/f in Fig 5.5:

_= 2.5 m/s = 0.89 m.A1 = 2.8 m/s

Fig 5.6b shows closer similarity to the rapid fluctuation of the experimental curves in Fig 5.5.
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It is worth noting that if the sensors were more closely spaced than 0.4 m, (say at 0.2 m or less),
then the curves in Figs 5.5 and 5.6b would be considerably smoother, and would resemble Fig.
5.4 but with the crests and troughs packed together with A1 = 0.89 m.

A third comparison between experiment and simulation is provided in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Figure
5.7 shows a graph of p vs A for axle 5 (on the trailer) of vehicle $4 travelling at 85 km/h (23.6
m/s). (This figure is repeated later as Fig 5.35c). Fig 5.8 shows theoretical predictions using the
1/4-car model of Chapter 4, with a speed of 85 km/h. From the y-intercept, it can be seen that the
DLC is approximately 11.5%.

Notes:

(i) The sprung mass natural frequency of the experimental vehicle can be estimated from the
first peak of Fig 5.7 (corresponding to 8 - 1) using eq 5.1:

f_ 23.6 m/s = 3.9 Hz.
6.0 m

This is significantly higher than the array design frequency f = 2.5 Hz, but is within the
expected range of 1.5 to 4.5 Hz discussed in section 4.1.

(ii) As a consequence of (i), the design spacing for n - 2, at approximately 4.7 m in Fig 5.7, is
far away from the optimum at approximately 3.0 m. (The latter is the spacing that would
have been chosen for n = 2, if it was known beforehand that all vehicles had natural
frequencies of 3.9 Hz). The RMS error for n -- 2 at the design spacing is approximately
8.8%.

The design spacing for n - 3 (at approximately 4.2 m) is just within the 'plateau region' of
the p - A curve for n = 3. Consequently the RMS error for n = 3 at the design spacing is
approximately 5.7%, a substantial improvement over 8.8%, for n = 2. This illustrates the
significant benefit, in terms of operating speed and frequency ranges, which is obtained by
using a WIM array with 3 or more sensors.

('tii) In Fig 5.8 as in Fig 5.4, the vertical line for n ---2 falls to the left of the trough in the ECOV
curve for n - 2. This is because the natural frequency (1.9 Hz) is less than f = 2.5 Hz.

On fh'st examination of Figs 5.3-5.8, the best sensor spacing for all values of A appears to be
A = V/2f, which corresponds to the trough in the p - A curve for n = 2. This spacing is
approximately at the centre of the 'plateau region' for all other values of n.

It is important to recall, however, that the design spacing was calculated (in section 4.4.1) so that
the array would be accurate over the widest possible speed range. The spacing calculated in this
way turns out not to be at the centre of the plateau region of a p - A graph, but at the centre of the
plateau region on a p - V graph, as in Fig 4.9a.

The reason for this can be seen by reference to Figs 5.9 and 5.10 which show theoretical p - A
curves for n = 3 and n = 6 respectively. In these graphs, the design spacing was calculated with
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V = 22.2 m/s (80 krn/h) and f = 1.9 Hz, the sprung mass natural frequency of the vehicle model.
(1.9 Hz was chosen instead of 2.5 Hz to simplify the following explanation).

In Fig 5.9, 19- A curves are shown for V = 60, 80 and 100 kin/h, whereas in Fig 5.10, p - A
curves are shown for V = 40, 80, 120 kin/hi.

The 'solid' circles on Figs 5.9 and 5.10 correspond to the theoretical edges of the 'plateau' regions
of the curves as defined by 5 = 1/3, 2/3 in Fig 5.9 and 5 = 1/6, 5/6 in Fig 5.10 (see eq 4.8 and Fig
4.7a).

It can be seen from Fig 5.9 that for n = 3, the design spacing Z_lesign= 5.2 m falls near to the
middle of the plateau in the p - A curve for V -- 80 km/h. This spacing is close to the left hand
edge of the plateau (5 = 1/3) of the curve for V -- 100 km/h and is close to the right hand edge of
the plateau (5 = 2/3) of the curve for V - 60 km/h. Thus Z_lesign= 5.2 m is a suitable spacing for
60<V< 100 km/h.

A similar argument applies to the curves for n = 6 and V = 40, 80, 120 krn/h in Fig 5.10. In this
case, however, the design spacing Z_lesign= 3.3 m falls between 5 = 1/6 for V - 120 km/h and _ =
5/6 for V = 40 km/h. Thus _klesignis suitable for speeds of 40 to 120 krn/h (in fact, Vmin = 27
krn/h and Vmax = 133 kin/h, using equations 4.20 and 4.21). Had the design spacing been
calculated from A -- V/2f -- 5.9 m as suggested above (and shown dashed on Fig 5.10), then the
array would be inaccurate for speeds less than approximately 50 km/h instead of 40 km/h.

Magnitude of Baseline Sensor Errors

There are two ways to determine the accuracy of individual sensors to measure the applied tyre
forces:

(i) Instrument the test axle(s) to measure dynamic tyre forces and relate the tyre force
measurements to the sensor outputs (see for example [6-8]);

(ii) Roll a tyre with a known static load slowly over the sensors, so as to minimise dynamic
effects.

In this section we will investigate the use of the indirect method (ii) with data collected for an
articulated vehicle.

1 Notethat with theseparticularvaluesofA = _klesign,equations4.20 and4.21giveexpectedoperatingspeed
rangesof:

Vmin= 53km/h and Vmax = 107km/h for Fig. 5.9
Vmin= 27 km/h and Vmax-- 133km/h forFig. 5.10.
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Assume that the random errors on the output of sensor x have zero mean and standard deviation

_x. If these errors are statistically independent of (uncorrelated with) the errors ay of sensor y,
then the variance of the average of sensors x and y will be (from the rules governing variances)

x+y ,,2 a2x+_2y
= + Uy/2 =-- _2 z "_-_-. (5.2)

The errors on 2 sensors would be uncorrelated if they were caused by noise or random
inaccuracies in signal processing which were not related to the vehick_ loading. (Clearly dynamic
axle loads do not fit into this category).

Assume further that a WIM array consisted of n sensors, each having the same 'baseline' error
standard deviation Go due to noise and random calibration errors. Then (5.2) would become

(_(n)2= n(_2o= (_2
n2 n"

Hence the array error standard deviation would be

a(n) - ao/a_i (5.3)

and normalising by the smile load Po, the Error Coefficient of Variation would be

p(n) = po/Vfi, (5.4)

where Po = 6o/Po and p(n) = _(n)/Po.

This result was referred to in section 4.4.4 and is a particular case of the central limit theorem.

The p - A curves shown in Figs 5.12 - 5.47 have error components from four main sources:

(i) Baseline sensor errors 6o (or Po) due to noise and sensor calibration errors.

(ii) Dynamic loads.

(iii) Mean load errors due to uneven load distribution as described in Section 3.3. (This is
because the runs in both directions over the mat were averaged together).

(iv) Errors due to tyre tread effects.

In order to use (5.3) or (5.4) to estimate the baseline sensor accuracy co, it is necessary to
minimise error sources (ii)-(iv) where possible:
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(i) Some dynamic loads are present even for low speeds. They are caused by road roughness
and also by drive torque fluctuations due to small speed variations. The smallest dynamic
loads usually occur on the steering axle of articulated vehicles, since this has a snnall static
load and (usually) a relatively soft and well clamped suspension. Furthermore, it is likely
that the air suspended tractor on vehicle $4 would have the least sprung mass motion, and
hence least dynamic steering axle loads at low speeds.

(ii) In order to remove the mean load errors described in (iii) above it is necessary to plot a p -
A curve for the vehicle travelling in one direction only.

(iii) Sensor errors due to tyre tread effects cannot be eliminated, however they are expected to
be small for 'highway' tread tyres, as per the steering axle of $4. (Tyre tread effects are
discussed in section 5.4.3).

Figure 5.11 is a p - A graph for the steering axle of vehicle $4 at a speed of 11 km/h. If the errors
shown on this graph were due to baseline sensor errors only (Po), then the ECOV lines would be
horizontal (i.e. independent of sensor spacing) with values given by eq. 5.4 Furthermore, the y-
axis intercept, which corresponds to the ECOV of the individual sensors 0(1), would be equal to
Po-

Plotted over the top of the p - A curves are dashed lines at levels p(1), 0(1)/_2", 0(1)/'/'3" ....
p(1)/q"_. It can be seen that these horizontal lines are quite good fits to the appropriate p - A
curves, thus verifying that in this case the dynamic loads are relatively small and that the errors
largely support the theory behind eq. 5.4. Note that this exercise does not work for any of the
other low speed steering axle 0 - A curves because they all contain a significant error component
due to dynamic loads. It is concluded, therefore, that the average baseline error of all of the
sensors in the mat is approximately

Po= p(1)= 4 %.

This is the coefficient of variation of the error which is expected, on average, for any individual
dynamic wheel force measurement by a capacitative strip sensor in the mat. This is an important
result because it provides an estimate of the baseline sensor accuracy, which was one of the main
objectives of the project. The value of 4% is comparable with the 3% to 5% established in
previous experiments on a few sensors in the prototype load measuring mat in the UK [8].

The baseline sensor error is expected to increase slightly at higher speeds due to rounding errors in
the signal processing system (see Appendix A, section 3.3.1). Conversely, Po will decrease as the
static axle loads are increased, for the same reason. (Note that the steering axle of vehicle $4 is
relatively lightly loaded, at 25.6 kN per tyre, compared with 35-40 kN per tyre on most 'load
carrying' axles in the USA.)
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Discussions of Results for Six Articulated Vehicles

The p - A curves for all of the test runs on the six articulated vehicles (460 runs total) are provided
in Figs 5.12 - 5.47. For each vehicle, the data for six nominal testing speeds (5, 10, 20, 30, 40,
50 mph) are presented, one speed per page.

For each speed, p - A curves are presented for axles 1, 3 and 5: the tractor steer axle, second
tractor drive axle and second trailer axle respectively. Each graph__._soshows the design sensor
spacings calculated from equation 4.22 with f - 2.5 Hz and with V equal to the average testing
speed in each case.

These figures contain a large amount of information: each graph summarises the results of
approximately 70 0130separate WIM array averages! A number of dexluctions can be made about
the static and dynamic loads generated by the vehicles and the design of WIM arrays.

The fast and most important observation is that not all of the graphs have the same characteristic
form as the theoretical predictions in Figs 5.4, 5.6b and 5.8, presented previously.

There are four reasons for this:

(i) The baseline sensor errors (Po)-

(ii) Uneven loading of the test vehicle (section 3.3)

(iii) Tyre tread effects

(iv) Inaccuracies in the theoretical vehicle model.

These issues axe discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.

Influence of Sensor Errors

The baseline sensor errors Po, will cause a constant offset in the p - A curves independent of the
vehicle speed or sensor spacing. At low speeds it is possible for the small dynamic loading effects
to be swamped by the baseline sensor errors Po.

If the error coefficient of variation for n-sensors due to dynamic loading alone is pd(n) then using
similar reasoning to eq. 5.2, the overall ECOV due to Po and pd(n) combined will be

_'[P°2 p2(n) (5.5)p =V --h-+

where

Po = 0.04 (4%).

If pd(n) << poAr6, then p will be dominated by the baseline sensor errors Po. Conversely, if
pd(n) >> Po/_, then p will be dominated by the dynamic loading effects, Pd-
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In the cases where Po dominates, the p - A curves will show a sudden reduction in p between A =
0 and A = 0.4 m 2. This effect can be seen in Fig 5.11 and in most of the other low speed p - A
curves for the steering axles, e.g. Figs 5.18a, 5.24a etc. It can also be seen in some of the low
speed p - A curves for axle 3, e.g. Figs 5.12b and 5.18b.

Uneven Static Loading of the Test Vehicles

The procedure used in this study to calculate the p - A curves (described in section 5.1)
incorporated the data for both directions of vehicle motion over the mat. This means that the
results for both the nearside and offside tyres were included in the averages. This was considered
to be the most practical way to combine all of the test data, without generating twice as many
figures.

The procedure has the drawback that static load differences, between the two tyres on an axle,
appear as WIM system errors. An example of this effect can be seen in Fig 5.12c which shows
quite large errors of approximately 8-10%, for a &sensor system at low speed. However,
examination of Fig 3.2e (which corresponds to the same axle), shows that the difference between
the smile loads on the tyres at either end of the axle is approximately 17%. This difference will
cause substantial spreading of the probability distribution, and hence an apparently large ECOV.
The same problem causes large ECOV values in all of the cases where the vehicle is unevenly
loaded: axles 3 and 5 of vehicles S1 and $2; axle 3 of $3 and $4, axles 3 and 5 of $5 and $6
(these were deduced from Figs 3.2-3.7).

This problem would not occur in practice, providing the WIM sensors extended across the road
and measured the loads generated by both sides of the vehicle. With such an arrangement the
uneven loading errors would cancel out.

It is possible that an alternative data analysis procedure could be developed in order to remove the
problem. This possibility is being considered at present and may be adopted in the f'mal project
report.

Tyre Tread Effects

All of the tyres on the test vehicles had 'highway' tread patterns, except for the drive axles of the
air suspended tractor (Vehicle $4), which had off-road tyres.

The contact pressure distribution under a rolling tyre depends on the tread pattern. Off-road tyres
can have quite large local contact pressure variations in the vicinity of the individual tread elements.
When such a tyre rolls over the mat, some of the strip transducers will come into contact with high-

2A= 0 correspondsto a 'single-sensor'WIMaverageandA= 0.4m correspondsto the spacingbetweenadjacent
sensorsin the mat andhenceis the smallestAforwhichexperimentalWIMaveragescan be calculatedfor the mat.
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pressure regions of the tyre contact area and others will come into contact with low-pressure
regions.

The wheel force measurement involves integrating the output of each strip sensor (which is
proportional to the local contact pressure) throughout the period of contact between tyre and
sensor. Thus if some sensors experience a high contact pressure, they will register an abnormally
high load. Conversely some sensors will register an abnormally low load.

This problem is dependent on the construction of the tyre and the tread pattern. It is expected to
occur for any type of narrow strip WIM transducers, not just capacitative strips. Thus it can be
considered to be a fundamental limit on the accuracy of strip sensors. Fortunately the majority of
highway vehicles use 'highway' tread (rib) tyres and these do not display a significant variation of
local contact pressure due to the tread elements. Thus for most vehicles, tyre tread effects are not
likely to cause serious errors with strip WlM sensors.

A graphic example of the tyre tread effect can be seen for axle 3 on vehicle $4 (see Figs 5.30b to
5.35b). Because of the air suspension, this vehicle is expected to produce relatively small dynamic
loads. Figure 5.30b, however, shows a large Error Coefficient of Variation p(1) of approximately
16% at A = 0, for a speed of 11 km/h (p(1) = y-intercept of the p - A curves = the Dynamic Load
Coefficient, from section 4.2.3). This was one of the largest ECOVs measured in all of the tests!
It is interesting to note that the p(1) value for axle 3 of $4 remains approximately constant with
speed, indicating that it is not influenced by the dynamics of the vehicle. For every other axle,
there is a significant increase in p(1) with speed.

The f'n'st peak in Fig 5.30b occurs at A1= 2.0 m. If this peak was caused by dynamic loads, it
would shift with speed. For example, if the speed increased from 11 km/h to 85 km/h as in Fig
5.35b, A1 would be expected to increase to

A1 = 2.0 x 85 km/h = 15.5 m.11 km/h

This clearly does not occur. In fact the position of the first peak stays relatively constant for
speeds up to 51 km/h (Fig 5.33b). It then decreases slightly with higher speeds, to A1 = 1.8 m in
Fig 5.35b.

The explanation of this behaviour is related to the tyre tread pattern as follows:

Suppose the variation in normal contact pressure in the contact area has a sinusoidal component
with amplitude P and wavelength _,along the direction of motion as shown conceptually in Fig.
5.48a. For typical off-road tyres, _,is likely to be approximately 75-100 turn. If distance
measured along the direction of motion is x, then as the tyre rolls along the road, the peak pressure
p(x) experienced at a point x will be approximately

p(x) = Po + P cos( 2gx + _)). (5.6)
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Following the notation of chapter 4 we can define the pressure error e(x) by

e(x) = p(x) - Po (5.7)P

hence

e(x) = cos( 2rtx + _). (5.8)

The phase _ is unknown and for the purpose of this discussion it can be set to zero without loss of
generality. (Alternatively, the procedure used in section 4.2.1 could be used to obtain the envelope
error etc.)

Suppose that there are exactly k cycles of wavelength k in A1= 2.0m (2 m = 5 sensor spaces, each
of distance L = 0.4 m). Then

kk - 2.0 m. (5.9)

If k is a prime number, then the maximum contact pressure can only coincide with the location of a
sensor every k cycles, which will correspond to 2.0 m (or 5 sensors). For example, assume k =
19 so that _, = 0.105 m. Then e(x) will take the form shown in Fig 5.48b. This is an example of
under-sampling or aliasing. The sensor array cannot distinguish between a pressure component
with wavelength 0.105 mm and a pressure component with wavelength 2.0 m.

The wavelength k is dependent only on the tread pattern and so the aliased wavelength of 2.0 m is
largely independent of speed. Note, however, that for high vehicle speeds the driving torque and
hence longitudinal 'creep' or 'slip' of the driven wheels becomes significant. This causes an
effective reduction in _, and the aliased wavelength decreases from 2.0 m to 1.8 m in Fig. 5.35 b.

A second example of the effects of tyres can be observed on measurements of the trailer axles of
vehicles S 1 and $2. The tyres on this trailer had bad flat spots (due to previous braking tests) as
noted in Appendix B. The result was a periodic component of wheel force with a wavelength of
approximately 3 m, which corresponds to the circumference of the tyres. This causes peaks in the
p - A curves at A -- 3,6,9 m in Figs. 5.12c - 5.23c. The positions of these peaks do not change
with speed (as expected), however at some speeds, additional peaks occur, in between, due to
dynamic loads.

An interesting effect can be observed in Figs 5.19, where it appears that a 3 Hz pitching vibration
mode, involving both the tractor and wailer was excited by the radial run-out of the trailer tyres.
All axles on the vehicle displayed the same resonant frequency, which, at 17 kin/h, corresponds to
exactly twice the trailer wheel rotation frequency. This same resonant mode is also excited at 34
km/h (Fig 5.20), when the wheel rotation frequency coincides with the natural frequency at 3 Hz.
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Inaccuracies in the Theoretical Model

One of the sources of inaccuracy in the theoretical WIM predictions in chapter 4 is the over
simplicity of the vehicle models used in the analysis. As noted in section 4.3.2, these models were
not intended to contain the detailed suspension nonlinearities and complexities of sprung mass
motion that are typical of heavy vehicles. They were intended to be broadly representative of the
two main classes of heavy vehicle suspensions.

There are three main differences between the theoretical models and file experimental results:

(i) Not all of Figs. 5.12-5.47 display the distinct peaks and troughs predicted by the
theoretical calculations. Apart from the sensor baseline errors and tyre effects, discussed
previously, the main factor associated with vehicle dynamics is thought to be the presence
of dry friction in the leaf spring suspensions. This modifies the dynamic behaviour of the
vehicle significantly, particularly near resonance, for low levels of excitation (low speeds
on a relatively smooth road surface). One likely consequence is 'smearing-out' of the main
sprung mass spectral peak (see, for example, [23]).

(ii) The 'natural frequencies' of the test vehicles have been estimated from the t3 - A curves,
using measured values of A1 and eq. 5.1. They are listed in "Fable 5.1 for all of the cases
in which a distinct natural frequency can be deduced from the graphs. The two cases
excluded from the analysis were the tractor axles of vehicle $4, which had the off-road
tyres (see section 5.4.3); and the trailer axles of vehicle 53, which had the pivoted spring
('single-point') suspension. The latter case is discussed separately in the next section.

The frequencies in Table 5.1 range from 2.4 I-Iz to 4.4 Hz. "Ilaey are all greater than the
'sprung mass' natural frequency of the 1/4-car model (1.9 Hz) 3. It appears from Table 5.1
that for the North American vehicles tested in this study, a better value of f for WIM an-ay
design purposes would be approximately 3 Hz.

Most articulated vehicles have more than one resonant sprung mass mode of vibration in
the 1.5-4.5 Hz range. The relative levels of vibration in these modes are dependent on the
speed, because of the input road roughness, and 'wheelbase filtering' effects [14,24].
Thus the apparent 'natural frequency' of the vehicle (as measured from the p - A curves)
can change with speed.

One example of this can be seen in Figures 5.33c to 5.35c, where the dominant frequency
of axle 5, vehicle $4 appears to change from 4.4 Hz in Fig 5.33c to 3.9 I-Iz in Figs 5.34c
and 5.35c. Several other examples of this effect can be seen in the frequency data in Table
5.1.

3 Thetheoreticalcalculationsin Chapter4 were performedthreemonthsbeforethe experiments,whenthe
characteristicsof the testvehicleswerenotknown.
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(iii) An unusual effect can be seen in the p - A curves for the trailer axles of vehicles $4, $5 and
$6 (see Figs 5.30c-5.33c, 5.36c-5.40c, 5.42c-5.46c). In these curves, the WIM errors
appear to improve (almost monotonically) with increasing sensor spacing. This behaviour
is not predicted by the theory. It is important to realise that the same trailer was used on
vehicles $4, $5 and $6 and is responsible for the unusual behaviour in each of these
figures. This trailer was identified in Section 3.3 as showing strange load sharing between
the axles in the tandem suspension, due to some son of suspension misalignmenL

It can only be speculated that very low frequency weight re-distribution occurs as this
vehicle travels over the mat. This weight transfer is a quasi-static effect which does not
change with vehicle speed and appears to be related to the suspension misalignment. It
seems likely that it is caused by the transverse road roughness (camber) in the mat test
section.

Pivoted Spring Suspension

It is clear from Figs 5.24c to 5.29c that large dynamic loads are generated by the pivoted spring
('single point') suspension on the trailer of vehicle $3, with p(1) (DLC) values of 13% to 18%.

Previous work [9,13] has shown that such suspensions can display lightly damped bogie pitching
motion at 8-15 Hz. However the motion is not usually as lightly damped as walking-beam
suspensions, because of dry friction at the spring 'slipper' ends which dissipates some energy
[13].

Figures 5.24c to 5.29c are difficult to interpret for two main reasons:

(i) Aliasing

At low speeds the bogie pitching motion is undersampled (aliased) by the mat. (This is analogous
to the tyre tread aliasing discussed in section 5.4.3).

The frequency at which the dynamic loads are sampled by the sensors is

fsamp= V/L

where

V -- speed (m/s)
L = spacing between adjacent sensors in the mat = 0.4 m.

The highest frequency dynamic force component which can be resolved from the sampled data is
known as the Nyquist frequency fc and is half of the sampling frequency:

fc= V/2L (5.1O)
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At low speeds, this can be quite a low frequency, for example at 2.4 m/s (8.5 km/h) as in
Fig. 5.24, it corresponds to 2.9 Hz. Any force component with a frequency higher than fc will
appear to have a frequency lower than fc (much as shown in Fig 5.48b).

It turns out that if a force component appears at measured frequency fin then it could be due to a
force component aliased from any one of the frequencies [25]:

faliaseA= 2fc --+fm, 4fc + fro, 6fc +fm ..... (5.11)

Table 5.2 provides a summary of the speeds and estimated natural fTequencies for the trailer axles
of vehicle $3 (Figs 5.24c-5.29c). Where possible, equation 5.1 was used to estimate the
predominant frequency component using values of A1 from the p - A curves.

From the f'n'st two rows of the table, it can be seen that for the lower speeds, the Nyquist
frequency is considerably less than the expected natural frequency in the 8-15 I-Izrange. The
column of 'possible aliased frequencies' indicates that the bogie pitch frequency is likely to be 13.2
or 13.5 Hz (as shown in bold in the table). These are approximately in agreement with the 13.6
Hz measured from Fig 5.29c and listed in the last row of the table.

(ii) Mat-crossing frequency

As explained in the Introduction (Chapter 1), the mat was made from 'tiles' of size 1.2 m x 1.2 m
(4' x 4'). The tiles were fitted end-to-end with 'lap joints' between tiles which were not perfectly
smooth and caused small periodic inputs to the vehicles at a frequency of

fmat.erossing=V/3L = V/1.2. (5.12)

The last column of Table 5.2 lists the mat-crossing frequency and it can be seen that this is exactly
the frequency that was measured from the p - A curves for vehicle speeds of 13.0 rrgs and 17.1
m/s.

For most vehicles and highway speeds, the mat-crossing frequency is considerably higher than the
predominant resonances in the dynamic tyre forces. Hence the small roughness caused by the
joints between tiles is unimportant. For the pivoted-spring suspension at 13 m/s and 17 m/s, the
additional excitation at the mat-crossing frequency is amplified by the suspension transfer function
and causes measurable dynamic loads.

This fact may be important in establishing a standard vehicle testing procedure using a load
measuring mat. Care should be taken in the mat mounting procedure to ensure that the roughness
caused by the joints is minimised. Alternatively, vehicles should be tested at speeds where the
mat-crossing frequency is substantially higher or lower than the tandem bogie pitch frequency.
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It is worth noting that the design sensor spacings shown in Figs 5.24c-5.29c would generally be
acceptable choices for this vehicle, as anticipated in section 4.4.3. It would not be worthwhile
designing the WIM array specifically for the pivoted-spring or walking-beam suspensions because
this would spoil the performance for the majority of vehicles which generate low frequency
dynamic loads (see section 4.4.3).

Design Sensor Spacings - Summary

In this Chapter we have examined the main differences between the theoretical predictions of
multiple-sensor WIM system performance and the experimental results from the mat.

Overall, it can be seen that the theoretical predictions are reasonably accurate and that the design
sensor spacings given by eq. 4.22 are quite a good choice for the vehicles examined. (The main
exception is for off-road tyres.) It should be noted, however, that an average frequency of 3 Hz is
likely to be more appropriate for US vehicles than the 2.5 Hz recommended in Chapter 4.

The conclusion that an installation with three or more sensors is superior to a 2-sensor army,
because of the improved 'robustness' to speed and frequency variations, holds true for the
experimental data. Indeed, the design spacing for the 3-sensor systems in Figs 5.12 - 5.47 is
almost always within the 'plateau region' of the p - A curves, despite the fact that f was chosen to
be slightly too low. This is in contrast with the p - A curves for n = 2, where the design spacing
is never at the bottom of the p - A troughs!
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Conclusions

(i) The capacitative strip sensors were found to have baseline rmldom errors of approximately
4% RMS for a 26 kN steering tyre load.

(ii) The capacitative strip sensors were found to give large systematic errors, with a coefficient
of variation of approximately 16%, when traversed by tyres with an off-road tread pattern.

This effect is expected to occur for any type of WIM sensor that is narrower than the tyre
contact length when traversed by such tyres. It is a fundamental limitation of strip WIM
sensor technology. The effect will depend on the details of the tyre tread pattern. It is not a
serious source of errors for the majority of tyres with conventional highway tread profiles.

(iii) The experimental results were found to agree quite closely with the theoretical predictions
of WIM system performance in Chapter 4. The main discrepancy was due to the higher
natural frequencies in the experimental tyre forces than generated by the theoretical vehicle
model.

(iv) The WIM array design equation (4.22) was found to yield a good choice for the sensor
spacing in a multiple-sensor WIM system.

(v) The average 'sprung mass' frequency f of the 6 vehicles tested in this study is
approximately 3 Hz. This would probably be an appropriate frequency to use in eq. 4.22
for US vehicles.

(vi) The experimental results verify the conclusion that arrays with 3 or more sensors are likely
to have better performance than 2-sensor arrays, because of their robustness to speed and
frequency variations.
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Table 5.1 Natural Frequencies Deduced From Experimental p-A curves (Figs. 5.12 - 5.47)

Figure Speed Vehicle Axle Frequency
Number (m/s) Code Number (Hz)
5.13a 4.2 S1 1 2.6
5.14a 9.0 S1 1 2.8
5.16a 16.9 S1 1 2.8
5.15a 13.1 S1 1 3.3
5.15b 13.1 S1 3 4.1
5.19a 4.7 $2 1 3.0
5.19b 4.7 $2 3 3.0
5.20b 9.4 $2 3 3.0
5.23b 23.1 $2 3 3.0
5.21b 14.0 $2 3 4.3
5.19c 4.7 $2 5 3.0
5.20c 9.4 $2 5 3.0
5.23c 23.1 $2 5 3.0
5.26a 9.2 $3 1 2.9
5.29a 21.7 $3 1 3.2
5.28a 17.2 $3 1 3.4
5.27a 13.1 S3 1 3.9
5.26b 9.2 $3 3 2.9
5.29b 21.7 $3 3 3.2
5.28a 17.2 $3 3 3.4
5.33a 14.2 $4 1 2.4
5.34a 18.6 $4 1 2.6
5.35a 23.6 $4 1 2.6
5.34c 18.6 $4 5 3.9
5.35c 23.6 $4 5 3.9
5.33c 14.2 $4 5 4.4
5.38b 9.6 $5 3 3.0
5.41b 23.1 $5 3 3.2
5.39b 13.6 $5 3 3.4
5.41c 23.1 $5 5 3.7
5.39c 13.6 $5 5 4.3
5.46a 17.2 $6 1 2.7
5.44a 9.2 $6 1 2.9
5.45b 13.1 $6 3 4.1
5.46b 17.2 $6 3 4.3
5.47c 21.9 $6 5 3.7
5.45c 13.1 S 6 5 4.1
5.46c 17.2 $6 5 4.3
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Table 5.2 Frequencies in p - A curves for pivoted-spring suspension oil vehicle $3.

I
Figure Speed Measured Nyquist Possible Aliased Frequencies 3 !Mat

Freq 1 fm Freq 2 fc f_lia,_l Crossing 4
V (m/s) (Hz_ (I-Iz) ff-Iz) Frcq (I-Iz)

I

5.24c 2.4 1.7 2.9 4.2, 7.6 I10.1, 13.5 15.9, 19.3 2.0
5.25c 3.5 4.4 4.4 4.4, 13.2 113.2, 22.0 2.9
5.26c 9.1 9 11.4 9 7.6
5.27c 13.0 10.8 16.3 Not aliased 10.8
5.28c 17.1 14.3 21.4 Not aliased 14.3
5.29c 21.8 13.6 27.2 Not aliased 18.2

Notes:

1 Frequency measured from figures using eq. 5.1, fm - V/A1
2. fc = V/2L, L = 0.4 rn (eq. 5.10)
3. faliased= 2fc + fro, 4fc + fro, 6fc + fm (eq. 5.11)
4. fmat-cmssing= V/1.2 (eq. 5.12)
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Fig. 5.47 WlM array error vs sensor spacing Vehicle $6,
Speed = 22 m/s (79 km/h) (a) Axle 1 (b) Axle 3 (c) Axle 5
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Tyre Contact Pressure

Distance along tyre contact patch

(a)

2

e(x) = cos(2_x_) _. Aliased pressureerror
q_

LLI
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Fig 5.48 Illustratingthe effect of undersampling (aliasing) the approximate pressure
distributionunder anoff-roadtyre.
(a) Sketch of contactpressurevariationalong the contact patch
(b) Sketch of peak pressureerrorsobservedat variouspoints along the mat

surfaceas an off-roadtyre rollsover, (eq.5.8).
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6

Overall Conclusions

Sensor Performance

(i) The calibration of the capacitative strip sensors in the load measuring mat was found to be
independent of: (a) vehicle speed in the range 8-85 krn/h, (b) mat surface temperature in
the range 15-40 °C.

(ii) The sensor baseline random errors due to noise and calibration errors were found to be 4%
RMS for a 26 kN steering tyre load.

(iii) The sensors were found to be inaccurate for tyres with an off-road tread pattern. This
effect is a fundamental limitation of strip WIM sensor technology and is expected for any
tyre of strip transducer.

(iv) Approximately 2.5% of all data was lost out of 612 test runs over the 96 sensors. Almost
half of the lost data (1%) was due to a single sensor which failed. The remainder was due
to false triggers of the data loggers. This level of data loss was considered to be
satisfactory.

Vehicle Factors

(i) No evidence was found of fore-aft static load transfer due to vehicle speed.

(ii) Two of the test trailers were unevenly loaded, causing substantial differences between the
static loads on the nearside and offside axles.

('tii) The static weighbridge measurements were inaccurate for individual axles of tandem
groups with 4-spring suspensions.
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Design of Multiple-Sensor WIM systems

(i) A good choice for the spacing between adjacent sensors in a multiple-sensor WIM system
is given by

2 (n-l) V (m) (4.22)
Adesig n - _ n 2

where

V = average traffic speed (m/s)
= average frequency of dynamic wheel loads = 3 Hz for US vehicles

n = number of sensors in the array.

This result was derived from theoretical considerations and verified by the experiments.

(ii) The experimental results were found to agree quite closely with the theoretical models of
multiple-sensor WIM system performance developed in this project.

(iii) Arrays with 3 or more evenly-spaced sensors will be more robust to speed and frequency
variations than 2-sensor systems.

(iv) A good design choice is to use 3-sensor arrays which axe likely to give RMS errors of 30-
50% of the errors for single-sensor systems. In the near future it should be possible to
measure routinely the static axle loads of vehicles travelling at highway speeds with RMS
errors of approximately 5-8%. This is a considerable improvement over 12% to 20% for
existing single-sensor WIM systems.
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A CAPACITATIVE STRIP SE3SOR FO_ _URING DYNAMIC TYRE FORCES

D.J. Cole and D. Cebon

Cambridge University Engineering Department, UK.

SUmmArY 2 REVIEW 0F EXISTING VEIGH-IN-MOTI_N TECH_0LDGY

A novel capa¢ita_ive stz'lp sensor for leasu_._ moving The principle design requirlen% of _he la_ was to

dTnaa_c wheel forces has been designed, developed, measure wheel forces accurately a= 0.4a intervals

and _asted. The principle featares of _he sensor are along _he roa_ for a distance of 50-100a. I.-was also

linear response, insansi_ivit 7 to ioad_-_ width and necessar7 for the ant to be portable, so that vehicles

pressure, and s--a_ic calibration. The dmei_ of the could be nested on a varie_ 7 of toed sum-faces.

sensor and _he opera_ion of _he signal processing are

desc_,bed. The _heore--ical pezTo_aa_ce of .-hesensor The design work began with a feasibility s--udy,

is considered, and --he results of full-scale tests inclu_ • _sviev of existing WIM technology. The

using an ins_,-_men--ed io_-l_ are presented. _IM systems evulua_ed included: veighbeams (Tr=_

and G_-_er (2), Prudhoe (3)), piezo-elec.-ric cables

! "JT_0DUCTT_ (S.-e_an (4), Moo=e (5)), piezo-elec=ric film (PVdY)

(Davies asd Somerville (6), Cole and Hardy (7)).

The york desuribed i_ this pape_ 8zose out of research a_d oapaci--a--ivepads (Salt_T and Davies (8)). The

in Cambridge in"o =he rela_ionsh/p8 between hemvlr sys_ees were assessed in _en_s of .-heir li_eari_y,

vehicle desi_ a_d _-oad damage (fOr example see Cebon d_1_aic response, sensi=ivity to con_a_ area and

(!) ). A vehicle =_avellin_ alo_ a road surface will p_ses_Te, _empera_u:e sensi_ivi--y, -_ozmity, and
generate dynamic _heal fo_css which flnc_ua_e are ,",_ ease of ins--allation and oalibra--ion. _he=e da_a was

_he S=atic wheel force. U_de_ hi_lray conditions, not available, laboratoz'y tests .ere pe_"formed on

.-hose dynazLic wheel forces =_pic_.lly have RMS _--e_-ial samples.
amplitudes of approximately 30-40_ of the static wheel

forces, and are believed _o be a si_-_icant cause of The feasibility study concluded _hat none of

=mad damage. _evio_s investigato_ .-zTing to rela--e .-heexisting sTste_s satisfied the accuracy

road damage _o dynamic forces have couidared only and installation requirements. The study di_,

ave_'a_e wheel fo_ce s'ca_ie_ics (such u RMS values) however, poin_ .-he_a7 _o _he developaen_ of • novel

of i:Idividual axles. CeboD (I) showed T.hat it is ¢apa¢ita_ive s_:rip sensor which is described in de=all

necessal'7 =o _easu.Ts +.he vheel forces _enera_ed b7 all in _.he nex_ section. The concept of _he capaci_•_ive

axles of • vehicle and to =slal;e =hi _o psl"_icnlar stx-/p is _o monitor the capaci--aulcs beE_ee_ =_o

loca_ions alon_ the road surface. It is _ff, icul_ nazTow elec==odas (approx_,na=mly 30us vide and 1.0-

=o pel-/oz'_• matrix of such mou_Tu_en_s on • large % .Sm long), which defle_ elastically under load.

number of vehicles usi_ ¢onve_ional vehicle mO_l_.t_l _.ovid/ng _he ele_rodms are supported by • s_able,

i_stlmmen_ation, and _hex'efors a sys_e_ of meuurin 6 linear elms--it, and unifoz_ _a--e_ial (such as an

wheel ._o=:es using '_eigh-in-_o--ioa' (WIM) equipaen_ engineering mm--al), of cons--an.-_oas-sec_mon, i.-

placed on .-heroad sul-face was developad, is possible to obtain as ou--put _hich is d/rec=,l?

p_opoz_ional to _he local tTTe oon=ac_ pressure.
The equipaen.- consists of a tough polT_ez sat, made up

from wiles 1.2= Square and 1_m thich, each coa--_-_ 3 CAPACTTATTVE STRIP SE_SOR
_Tee novel force sensmrs la/d tran_vewse =o the wheal

path •_ • longitudinal separation of 0.4a. The tiles 3.1 Dasi_n

are laid end "_o end --o give =he re_u/_ed len_h of aa--

(=Tpically 50-I00_). The p_ advan=a6e of --he The aaAn co_poaen_ of --he sensor is a hollow high

wheel force measuz-in_ _ is _J_a--aany _-,_.i_z_men_ed s_=en_ a/_.-_um mx_sion wi--h c_oss-sec_ional

vehicles can be =es_:ad rapidly. T_As allows • large _i_en_ioas •pp_xima_ely IOn x SOma. The --opsupT,,ace

paranoia-it s_udy of veh/cle design vaxiables to be of _he ex_z_sion deflects when a =TTe rolls over the

petered cheaply. The desi_ a_ pezToz_ance of stm-ip, causing • change of capacitance within ".he

=he force senso_s and thei_ sig_al con_itio-_- S are s--_-ip.The wheel force is de_e_'_ined by mea_

described in this paper. .-heaa_ude and duration of _he capaci--unoe change.

A schematic c_oas-sec_:ion of the sensor "is sheen in

Mo_ existing VIM ins_allations a_e inte_ad _o flgu_e 1. The shape of _he ex_sion was desi_nad

defer-mine s_atic axle weights, bu.-because of .-he vi--h.-heaid of fini--e elaen_ analysis to achieve a

vehicle d_a_Acs the forces measured are not the su_able co.re.is 0 between sensitivity and s--reach.

.-='_e s_atic forces, arcsp_ at vet7 low speeds. The Tes--s =o dete==Ane t_:s con--at= press_=es ve=s

eqdipmen-- described in this pape.T is intended to per_oraad on a strain gauged proto:7_e ex=r_sion using
meuars _he _rne wheel forces (s_atic_ynalio) • laden vehicle. The _es_s also co.irked that .-he

as social-a--elyas possible. L_ applications where inZluemcs of • =_Te on the sensor a_ay from .-he ¢on:ac_

".hes_ati¢ forces are needed, i_ will be necsssaz7 a_e• is ve_-y small ; "-hismeans --hat the sensi--ivity =o

=o provide seve1-al sensoz_J and suitable data =TTe vid--h is low.

processi=_ --o desex-aide _e s_•--i¢ forces from several
meas_ze_em--s of :he --_'at wheel forces.
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The exC_-=sion ¢on:aJ_s amaloe: ¢oppez electrode vh.icM 3.3 TbeoTe¢ic41 Pe:-Zo_almce
ac=s as one pla=e of :he capaci:or, :he o:he: plane
being :he ex¢_sion. The a.iz gap be:we-- :he elec:rode The :heocs:icaJ. pez_o¢ma_ce of :he season has been
a_d :he extrusion is :aJJ_:cLned :o close :olers_ce, invecciga:ed excessively, a_d :he knov_ ouim:ifiable

:bus e_s_:i_g mi=Lau: se_sicivicy vazia:ion along :he socrces of i_acc_Cac7 a:e descJ:ibed An :he aez_
lem_h of :he sensor, sections. _'_ece a:_e of cots:so addi:ionaA small ra_do:

ezco:s a=socia:ad with calibre:ion, da:a processi=&,

The primary signal co_di¢io_-_ c_,J_¢_i¢ for :he cad envi_o_encal e_fec:8.
sensor is con:ained _AC_i_ one end of :he ez_ion.

This is made possible by *,he use of mall 'SUA'_lCO- _._.1 Bin error, l"_e pusa_e of u wheel over :he sensor

:o_m:' conponen:s. End caps ate finned :o earh end re_Cs in a digital ou:pu: v_Ac_ is propo=_ional :o
of :he ex=rusio= :o provide an envi_onna=:al seal and (wheel force/ve_cle speed). Fo= exaaple, a wheel
prevem: excessive de_ornaCion of the ends, w_ic.M a_e force of 40kl :r_,ellA_ a: 20n/s ¢&u_ses an output
Lcheren:ly vea_e= :hen :he res¢ of :he en:rusion of app=ox.iaa:ely250. A one bi: e_Po= _ :he ouCpu:relKlCs i_ a 0.4Z ezTor of :he aeas_sd force. The

The lo_i:ud_J_al flexibAZiCy of :he ex¢,--usionis such ezTor is p=o_o=¢ieaal :e (vehicle speed/wheel force),
:ha: :he sensor will con_o_'m :o road camber, bun no: :o and ch_s :be _sa_esC em'_e_-s o¢¢_¢ fo_ small wheel

deep _:s. The sensor ca= be of any reasonable length; _orces :ravellinK a: high speed.
c_=Ten: applica:ioas require lena:he of 1.2= or l.Sn

__; S:_ip sensors Ca._._o'_neas_e
.'or meu_zaem: of :_:s focces along one wheel path. wheel fox_:ss i_s:an:ameoualy, because :he entire :T=e

Tes:s in :he labora:oz7 shoved :he sensor :o have lov con:nc_ parch waJr_Boys over :he sensor beZore :heforce cam bo calc_La:ed. If :he vheel force vLT_es

sensiCivi:y :o :eapez_C_ze c.bamgesand :o lengChwise si_!-'iclm:ly d¢_JJ_ con:ace vi¢h :he sensor, :hebending, a=d :o have se_siCivi:y vazia:ion alon E :he ",J_s¢ILD:LDeOUSneaJ_¢ed :orce will be en average of :he ;
len_'ch :_picalZy lees :ha_ _2_. forces of :he wheel (fighTs 3a) • Pi_a_e 3b shove :he

3.2 Sie=al Processine 8eaJ_._emen:error, due :o s_oo:bi_, of • wheel force
consis¢i_ of a sea:in coa_onen: a=d a sin_soidal

The ou:pu: sisal of :he sensor is fed inns a local dTDmLi¢ conponen:. The :we _onps of l_J_esare for a

da:a-lo_i_ box. Each box cam deal with up :o 3Ez and a 15Ez dTMni¢ com_enen: (represen_i_ retinae
:velve sensors. The box con:_-s secondary signal cpz_ nazs boence and azle hop respec¢ively). The
condi:ioni_, and a _ic¢op¢ocessor :o pe_o_a dana lines in each _'_mp reprssen: d_L_fectac :amiss (a)
procsssi_. The mess:ned wheel force values aze o:_dTaa_c Co s:a¢i¢ fozce a_li:ude. The e_A_r shove
snored in :he =ic_oproceeeor:s nasty, and cam be is ¢_AcqAaced fo_ :he ¢_se when :he dTaamic ¢omponen:
:ra_s_exced :o a portable compare= by a semial lL_k of :he wheel Zeros is a: ice nA_, u in fi_s 3a
(._$2S2).',_en note ¢_a_ :welve sensors are used, dana (eke wez-J¢cue). The snoo_-_ effe¢: is gcsaces: fox"

logging boxes ca= be 'd_isv-c_a_ed' :owe:he=. low veb.i¢lespeeds, high f:e_enc? force cospona=:s,
aM large ramies of dTaa_c :o s=a:ic force. These

Z_ co=non vi:h all max:or s:rip sensors the ou_p_ condition= do no: 'usu,._ y 0¢¢_z si_:taeously
nus¢ be in:e_*J=aced Ch_oughon: the du_-a¢ion of Chs bec_e Che highem fze_..uen¢_ (wheel hop) modes of
"_?Tecent:an*.,au_d:he ve_P1e .s_e<[=_=_¢be aol_l_._od, v_i¢_e suspensions a_e o_ly exci:ed sign;..fi:taclya:

in order :o dece_'=ine:he :oral wheel force. The hig_ speeds on normal roads (Cole tad Cebon (9)). This
inner:anion is pe_-fo=ned wi:_J_ :he da:a-lo_i_g s_-_or, vhic_ oc_= for all s:rip sensors, is sxge¢¢ed
bozes, b'hem:wo or more sensors a_e being used, :o be a_pro___,,a_cel71.5_ in :Tpical W_Mapplications
spaced alonE :he road, :he vehicle speed ca= be a: highway speeds.
de:ez'm_ed from :he aA"zival minos of an axle a: e&c_

sensor. If only one sensor is presen:, and :he axle 3.3.3 on • _. The senior is no: pem-Zec:ly noise
sepa=_:ion or vehicle speed is no: M_o_, adcLi:ional _ree, tad _e=e_ore sons ra=doa noise is p:esen: on
ins:flamen:anion:us: be used ¢o allow :he speed ¢o be :he on"_:. The e2"A'o_ca= be qntaCified by meluS_ing
measured. :he s_andazd devlaCion (RRS) of che ao-_oad ou:pu:. A:

:he present snags of develo_enc _he PJ_ e_-=or caused
The calibra:mon fat=or is decerLined by measuring :he by eke elec_l'i:alnoise is about 2_; i: is hoped :ha:

on:pun of :he sensor when a _o_ pressure is applied :his ca= be i=zproved.
•o a M_o_ le_h of :he s=_'ip.This opem-a=ionca_ be

perle=ned sCa:ically; i: is no: necexsaxy _o apply an 3._._ Cop:_c¢ orsss_re and width. If :he cT_w conCa¢¢
impulse or a moving wheel fo=ce. A calibra:o¢ hu bee= press_=e acced eve= :he en:L=e le_h of :he s:_-Ap
developed which allows pressure f_n a band ope_aced :hen :he seams= on:pun would :heore:icall7 be 1A_esz.
hycLTa1_icp_=Ip:o be applied :o a=7 200an le_h X_ p=ac¢ice, :he wheel force l_fe¢¢s oD_y • p=opor=ion
sen:ion of a sensor. _: is possible :o neuure :he of ¢he ¢o¢ai caps:insane .becausethe :?Te con,&c:

variation in sa=siCivicy aAo_ :he le_h, and :o give vidCh is less :ha= _be :seal le_h of Cbe se=_lor,
each sensor a calibra:ion fan:or during nam_acCure, and becaUSe some of the :emma cnpn¢i:tacs is due co

:he _pace below Che inne_ sle¢¢_ede. The co_ta:
A second :Tpe of calibra:or alloys eacaps_la:ed ceapemen: of _be :o:al capar_i:a=ceis kao_ u
sa=sors co be calibrated. The calibz_cor is placed oa _he 'deadcaps:insane'. The presence of :he dead
:he nan diJ=e¢¢l7 above a se_Jor, tad a ll_1:gems (8_ch capaciCuce ca=ruesa sligh:noaZA_ea_i:7 in :he
as :he f=on: wheel of a lo==7) is placed (or d=iven) sea=or, and because the aaoen: of deed capaciCtace
on mop :o =sac: :he fo=ce from :he hydraulic press::e, depends on :he leaded vidt_M, :hems is a slight
_b.ichis a_ provided by a hand ImmZp(fi_11_s2). sel_li¢ivicy:o :?co ccm¢ac: s-Ad1_b.The effe¢¢s can

be ca_¢_In:ed, _ for :he expe¢¢ed X_LI_eof con_ac=
pressuA_Isa_d _id:hs, CJ_eex'zorin:reduced is less
:ha= 1.0_.
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_XP_I_P_TAL P_ORMXW_ differed by abouC 10_, and _he scui_ivi=y nxied

a_.ong _he l_h by up _.o :i:lOY.. This was probably due

4.1 Description of _he Pro_ocy_e Ti_e _o _he incorTe¢_ e._-asion shape (section 4.1). For
this rouen the results fron sensor 2 were excluded

A prototype _._e conc_L_n_ throe 8enzors (numbered 1 fron _he ana_ys2s.

co 3) vu costed on a cast track using an instrumented

lor_. Uz_ox_unacely the prototype sensor extrusions 4.6 Analysis of _esult8

bad • slightly _oxTect _DtOX:IL_ shape, bec&_ulo of an

error by the d_o maker. This error prevented reliable Figure 4 conpszes the forces neuuxed by sensor 1

location o_ the internal conponents and _here_ore and by the lo_ry, and fibre S shows the _requency

changes in sensitivity vSth use yore poss2ble. The die dirzribu_ion of the e_:ors. The s_andaxd clewS&finns
has now been corrected, and calibration exz_rs for sensors 1 and 3 axe g_ven mn

• eble 1. The error is de_ned u:

4.2 Description of _he Tes_ Veh;¢le ((sensor force - lon'y force)/lor_ force)100 .

The _osc vehicle vu • _vo axle rigid lorry, fully The lorry _ns:runenta_ion and _he sensor both
con_ribu_e co ohm error. Un_ox':ana_ely it hu no_

laden to • gross veigh_ of 16 Connes. The fron_ axle

was fitted with s_n_le _yres, and _he roer axle been possible co est_nete the ozTor caused by the

vi_h du-_ _yres. S_ra_u KauKos and accoleronecars lox'x 7 _r_=uaen_ation a_one, because _he ewe dynamic
were fitted Co both az.los _n order _o neuuxe _ho force co_ponen_s axe d_erent for evex'y nesJ_xemen_.

The offec_ o_ systaatic errs= e_l _hereforo be
dT_aaic coa?onan_ of uhoLl force; the _K_i¢ force was

=ees_td sc•_ica._l 7 with vei_h pla_os. The position d_feran_ for every neas=xenant, and appeax to be •tendon error. Convantiona_ e_xor bexs :armor be dan
o_ the lorry rsl&t_vo co _he n&_ vu de_tzl_ned by
means of an _n_ra-red c_sceivsr lOUn_ed on _he because ch_s you, d i_nore the 8ys_mt_t_c nature of l_he

error. 1_ is c_eax _ha_ _he calibrl_ion errors canne_
fron_ axle of _ho lorry. The :=_nscsiver do_ec=od •

be accou_ed for _o_L_ly by the lo_A-7 neu=xeaen_.
reflec=ive scrip on _he road 8ux_ace, 8o _hat an oven_

Verb hu S_Ce _•ken plnce to i]_z_re the acc_•cy of
pulse occ_A_ed when the reer wheel wu d_xec_ly above

the caAibratinn procedure.
_he _dd_o sensor. The ou_po_s fron _he _,as_ruaen_s on

_he vehAcle were recorded usin_ an l_qt•pe recorde_. Pa,_ of the random error is caused by _he oscAll&tor

noise (approx.iaaCely 2_ RJ4S). lno_her so_rce of random

4.3 Description of _e _e_ error in the noas_rement by the sensor is thought to be

veA'iation in tread p&tte_n axeund _ho c_rc_x_erence of
The net yes placed on _he neErside wheel pe_h of •

lon_ s_ra_hc section of the _esC tx_.k. The only _he tyre. If th_s is _he cue, the out"pu_ of the sensor
would depend on _he a_i_nent of _he _read pn_tern toa_:cachnent of _he net _o the road was • 87_r_p of
the sensor. This e_fec_ is cq_--z_mtly be_ 8":_¢Ltad

bi_Jainous _epe lsid over the lea_ Z edge of _he Imp;
fu_'_her. At the tins of r_t_ the _s_ 101 of • SOu_here were no lead-in or lead-out _a_. s. The nea_ide

wheels of the lorry were d_:iven over _he _at twe_ 7 ut aXe be_ installed. The ini_iLl tests on th_s

_nes, •c speed= from 8km/h _o 6Ska/h. lua_ w_ll f_er quantify _he tccu=acy of the sensor
alone.

4.4 D•_a Processin_ * Lorry _ ,_O|CLUSZO|S

The d&:a recorded fron the lor='_ wu d_gitised us_n_ i) A novel capa_i_•tive 8_rip force sen8or for

a d•_• lo_er, a_ _hen trlmsferred o_to • l_X_ime meuuri_ novin_ dynaaic wheel forces hal been

conpu_er for process_. The wheel force fine h_story designed, developed, and tested.

was calculated u _he s_a of the st•tic veisht, _he iS) The principle fe&:u=es of the sensor axe:

strain gauge fo=ct, and the lineaX and angulaX iner_i• * Insensitive to Io-a_-_ width and position

corrections for the ms outboaXd of _he 8_ra_J1 gtu_e * L_neax response wi_h low se_sitivi_y _o
(see (9) for dotaAls), tenpe=a_-e and forr-_a_ frequency

• Ca,, be callb_ed Ir_uZ.ica.l_y, bo_'.h in the

4..5Da_a Proce_ine * Sensors factory and in the fle_d

• Su_:able for _empozq_-_ or permanent (bgxied)

The veh_r-le speed was ca_cu_•_ed frma the wheelbue insta_l•tion

and _he IA-xival tines of _he front and rear axles et iii) Zn the fi_8_ tes_ing proKx_mne _he s_andl_

e•ch sensor, devi•_ion of the conbined ex_or of _he lo_z'y and

prc_o_ype _t neuaXement8 yes •bout g_.. aJad the

Thsre wu close agreeuent between _he clAibrltion caAibrntion e_ror wu up to 14.7_.

Z•c=or8 neuuxed before and a_ter _he _est8 for iv) A n=abe= of tvx_her tests axe planned co quanti_y

sensors 1 and 3, and _he vax_etion in sensitivity ?.he •¢curi_ of the sensor almao.
along each strip wu less than _=0.8_. Rowevor, the

calibrations of sense= 2 befors and a_ter the _•8_s

TABLE ! * Results for sensors 1 and 3 1. Cebon,D., 1988, '_loers_ical road demise due _o
d_1_J_c t_ro forces Of honv'y vehA_les PsZ_ 1:

dy_._.c analysis of vehicles and road s_-_acas.

Sensor Std. Doviation Ca_ib_l=iom Pex_ 2: s_JtUl•Cad d_e __-_-_sed by a tandem-txle
of F._ror / _ F--'ror / _ vehicle", _Toc. Insr_n. Mech. _r_s., 202, 103-

1 g. 1 10.8 117.

3 8.7 14.7

l&3 9.0 12.7
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Appendix B

Vehicle Data Sheets
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Vehicle S 1

Tractor Description Navistar cab over, 6x4 (CO 9670), 4-spring drive suspension

Trailer Description Fruehauf Van (Navistar #44), 4-spring suspension

GVW 321.93 kN (72 360 lbs)

Test Date 29 Sept 1989

Axle Data

Axle Suspension type Static load Spacing from Tyre type(2) Tyre
No (kN )(1) Preceding pressure

Axle (m) (psi) (4)

1 3-leaf 44.80 0 Single 107 OS

shocks 275[80R24.5 100 NS

2 4-spring tandem 72.65 3.38 Dual 102 OS

Multileaf, no shocks 275/80R24.5 96 NS

3 4-spring tandem 66.38 1.31 Dual 74 OS

Multileaf, no shocks 275/80R24.5 96 NS

4 4-spring tandem 63.22 8.32 Dual(3)

Multileaf, no shocks 10R20

5 4-spring tandem 74.88 1.25 Dual

Multileaf rno shocks 10R20

Notes:

1. Total axle load

2. Tyres had highway tread pattern unless otherwise noted

3. Trailer tyres had bad flat spots due to previous braking tests

4. OS = Off side (Drivers side) NS = Near side (Passenger side)
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Vehicle S2

Tractor Description Freightliner cab over, 6x4 (Navistar #E-817)

4-spring drive suspension

Trailer Description Fruehauf Van (Navistar #44), 4-spring suspension

GVW 327.53 kN (73 620 lbs)

Test Date 6 Oct 1989

Axle Data

Axle Suspension type Static load Spacing from Tyre type Tyre
No (kN ) Preceding pressure

Axle (m) (psi)

1 3-leaf 43.56 0 Single 80 OS

shocks 11R24.5 85 NS

2 &spring tandem 72.56 3.70 Dual 82 OS

4-leave% no shocks 11R24.5 85 NS

3 4-spring tandem 72.03 1.33 Dual 80 OS

4-1eaves, no shocks 11R24.5 85 NS

4 4-spring tandem 65.58 8.43 Dual(l)

Multileaf, no shocks 10R20

5 4-spring tandem 73.81 1.25 Dual

Multileaf, no shocks 10R20

Notes:

1. Trailer tyres had bad flat spots
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Vehicle S3

Tractor Description Navistar cab over, 6x4 (CO9670), 4-spring drive suspension

Trailer Description Fiat bed, (Navistar #46) 'single-point' pivotted spring

GVW 295.32 kN (66 380 lbs)

Test Date 12 Oct 1989

Axle Data

Axle Suspension type Static load Spacingfrom I Tyre type Tyre
No (kN) Preceding[ pressure

Axle (m) I (psi)

1 3-leaf 46.58 0 Single 107 OS

shocks 275/80R24.5 100 NS

2 4-spring tandem 79.68 3.38 Dual 102 OS

Multileaf, no shocks 275/80R24.5 96 NS

3 4-spring tandem 76.30 1.31 Dual 74 OS

Multileaf, no shocks 275/80R24.5 96 NS

4 Pivotted multileaf 46.67 8.14 Dual 11.00- 74 OS

tandem, no shocks 20 Cross ply 72 NS

5 Pivotted multileaf 46.09 1.31 Dual 11.00- 82 OS

tandem r no shocks 20 Cross ply 74 NS
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Vehicle S4

Tractor Description Navistar cab over, 6x4 (CO9700), Air drive suspension

Trailer Description Fruehauf Van (Navistar #25), 4-spring suspension

GVW 323.0 kN (72 600 Ibs)

Test Date 12 Oct 1989

Axle Data

Axle I Suspension type Static load [Spacing from Tyre type Tyre

No I (kN) I Preceding pressureAxle (m_ (psi_

1 3-leaf 51.12 0 Single 94 OS

shocks 11R22.5 94 NS

2 Air tandem (trailing 76.17 2.94 Dual 96 OS

arm) with shocks 11R22.5 94 NS
Lug tread

3 Air tandem (trailing 74.43 1.31 Dual 92 OS

arm) with shocks 11R22.5 94 NS
Lug tread

4 4-spring tandem 64.73 8.46 Dual 106 OS

3-1eaves, no shocks 285/75R24.5 100 NS

5 4-spring tandem 56.55 1.24 Dual 92 OS

3-1eaves_ no shocks 285/75R24.5 104 NS
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Vehicle S 5

Tractor Description Freightliner cab over, 6x4 (Navistar #E-817)

4-spring drive suspension

Trailer Description Fruehauf Van (Navistar #25), 4-spring suspension

GVW 323.17 kN (72 640 lbs)

Test Date 13 Oct 1989

Axle Data

Suspension type Static load Spacing from I Tyre type TyreAxle

No (kN ) Preceding pressure
Axte(m) (psi)

1 3-leaf 43.16 0 Single 80 OS

shocks 11R24.5 85 NS

2 4-spring tandem 79.41 3.70 Dual 82 OS

4-1eaves, no shocks 11R24.5 85 NS

3 4-spring tandem 79.50 1.33 Dual 80 OS

4-1eaves, no shocks 11R24.5 85 NS

4 4-spring tandem 54.50(1) 8.43 Dual 106 OS

3-1eaves, no shocks 285/75R24.5 100 NS

5 4-spring tandem 66.60 1.21 Dual 92 OS

3-1eaves r no shocks 285/75R24.5 104 NS

Notes:

1. Weighbridge measurements for axles 4 and 5 showed inconsistencies: static loads may be
unreliable.
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Vehicle S 6

Tractor Description Navistar cab over, 6x4 (CO9670), 4.spring drive suspension

Trailer Description Fruehauf Van (Navistar #25), 4-spring suspension

GVW 316.95 kN (71 240 Ibs)

Test Date 13 Oct 1989

Axle Data

Axle Suspension type Static load Spacing from I Tyre type Tyre
No (kN) Preceding[ pressure

Axle (m_ I (psi_

1 3-leaf 45.87 0 Sin_e 107 OS

shocks 275/80R24.5 100 NS

2 4-spring tandem 76.30 3.38 Dual 102 OS

Multileaf, no shocks 275/80R24.5 96 NS

3 4-spring tandem 73.81 1.31 Dual 74 OS

Multileaf, no shocks 275/80R24.5 96 NS

4 4-spring tandem 58.77 8.31 Dual 106 OS

3-1eaves, no shocks 285/75R24.5 100 NS

5 4-spring tandem 62.20 1.25 Dual 92 OS

3-1eaves r no shocks 285/75R24.5 104 NS
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Appendix C

Matrix of Vehicle Tests
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Test Runs - Articulated Vehicles

Vehicle l[Direct- [l Speed No I FileCode ion (mph ) Runs Names
S 1 R 5 20 S1R0501-S 1R0520
S1 R 10 6 S1R1001-S1R1006
S 1 R 20 7 S1R2001-S 1R2007
S 1 R 30 6 S1R3001-S 1R3006
S1 R 40 6 S1R4001-S1R4006
S 1 R 50 6 S 1R5001-S 1R5006
S 1 F 5 6 S 1F0501-S 1F0506
S1 F 10 6 S 1F1001-S1F1006
S 1 F 20 6 S1F2001-S 1F2006
S1 F 30 6 S 1F3001-S 1F3006
S 1 F 40 6 S 1F4001-S 1F4006
S 1 F 50 6 S 1F5001-S 1F5006

$2 R 5 6 S2R0501-S2R0506
$2 R 10 6 S2R1001-S2R1006
$2 R 20 6 S2R2001-S2R2006
$2 R 30 6 S2R3001-S2R3006
$2 R 40 7 S2R4001-S2R4007
$2 R 50 6 S2R5001-S2R5006
$2 F 5 6 S2F0501-S2F0506
$2 F 10 7 S2F1001-S2F1007
$2 F 20 7 S2F2001-S2F2006
$2 F 30 6 S2F3001-S2F3006
$2 F 40 6 S2F4001-S2F4006
$2 F 50 6 S2F5001-S2F5006

Note:

F = 'Forward' direction around the test track (Anti-clockwise), R = 'Reverse' direction.
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_t

Test Runs - Articulated Vehicles

Vehicle l Direct- ll Speed No I FileCode ion (mph ) Runs Names
S3 R 5 6 S3R0501-S3R0506
$3 R 10 7 S3R1001-S3R1007
$3 R 20 6 S3R2001-S3R2006
$3 R 30 6 S3R3001-S3R3006
S 3 R 40 6 S3R4001-S3R4006
S 3 R 50 7 $3R5001-S 3R5007
$3 F 5 6 S3F0501-S3F0506
$3 F 10 7 S3F1001-S3F1007
$3 F 20 6 S3F2001-S3F2006
$3 F 30 7 S3F3001-S3F3007
$3 F 40 7 S3F4001-S3F4007
$3 F 50 6 S3F5001-S3F5006

$4 R 5 6 S4R0501-S4R0506
$4 R 10 6 $4R1001-S4RlO06
$4 R 20 6 S4R2001-S4R2006
$4 R 30 6 S4R3001-S4R3006
$4 R 40 6 S4R4001-S4R4006
$4 R 50 6 S4R5001-S4R5006

$4 F 5 6 S4F0501-S4F0506
$4 F 10 6 S4F1001-S4F1006
$4 F 20 6 S4F2001-S4F2006
$4 F 30 6 S4F3001-S4F3006
$4 F 40 6 S4F4001-S4F4006
$4 F 50 6 S4F5001-S4F5006
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Test Runs - Articulated Vehicles

Vehiele_Direct-[[ Speed No File
Code _ Ilion (mph) Runs Names

$5 R 5 7 S5R0501-S5R0507
$5 R 10 6 S5R1001-S5R1006
$5 R 20 6 S5R2001-S5R2006
$5 R 30 7 S5R3001-S5R3007
$5 R 40 6 S5R4001-S5R4006
$5 R 50 6 S5R5001-S5R5006
$5 F 5 6 S5F0501-S5F0506
$5 F 10 6 S5F1001-S5F1006
$5 F 20 6 S5F2001-S5F2006
$5 F 30 6 S5F3001-S5F3006
$5 F 40 6 S5F4001-S5F4006
$5 F 50 6 S5F5001-S5F5006

$6 R 5 7 S6R0501-S6R0507
$6 R 10 6 S6R1001-S6R1006
$6 R 20 6 S6R2001-S6R2006
$6 R 30 6 S6R3001-S6R3006
$6 R 40 6 S6R4001-S6R4006
$6 R 50 6 S6R5001-S6R5006
$6 F 5 7 S6F0501-S6F0507
$6 F 10 6 S6F1001-S6F1006
$6 F 20 7 S6F2001-S6F2006
$6 F 30 6 S6F3001-S6F3006
$6 F 40 6 S6F4001-S6F4006
$6 F 50 6 S6F5001-S6F5006
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I

Test Runs - Mobile Tyre Tester

Vetu'cle ll Direct- [[ Nominal Speed I No. FileCode ion Load (lbs) (mph) Runs Names
MSH F 4000 5 15 MSH40501-MSH40515
MSH F 4000 20 6 MSH42001-MSH42006
MSH F 4000 40 6 MSH44001-MSH44006
MSH F 4000 50 6 MSH45001-MSH45006

MSH F 8000 5 25 MSH80501-MSH80525
MSH F 8000 10 6 MSH81001-MSH81006
MSH F 8000 20 6 MSH82001-MSH82006
MSH F 8000 30 6 MSH83001-MSH83006
MSH F 8000 40 7 MSH84001-MSH84007
MSH F 8000 50 6 MSH85001-MSH85006

MSL F 8000 5 15 MSL80501-MSL80515

MD F 5000 5 7 MD50501-MD50507
MD F 5000 30 6 MD53001-MD53006
MD F 5000 50 6 MD55001-MD55006
MD F 8000 5 5 MD80501-MD80505
MD F 10000 5 6 MD100507-MD100512
MD F 10000 20 6 MD102007-MD102012
MD F 10000 40 6 MD104007-MD104012
MD F 10000 50 6 MD105005-MDI05010

' i

Notes:

1. Total Number of runs (all tests) = 612
2. MSH = Mobile, Single tyre, Highway tread pattern

MSL = Mobile, Single tyre, Lug tread pattern
MD = Mobile, Dual tyres, (highway tread pattern)
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